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THE DIGISTAR UNIVERSE ..

A new experience for your planetarium.
DIGISTAR is the world's
first and only planetarium and
space theater projection system
based on sophisticated computer
graphics. Instead of mechanical
components, OIGISTAR relies
on computer graphics to project
standard planetarium features,
plus special effects that are totally
unique to OIGISTAR.
A COMPLETE,
EXPANDABLE SYSTEM
OIGISTAR is delivered with
all of the hardware and software
required to generate images and
project them onto a dome. The
system features an extensive
software package that can be
easily updated and expanded.
Some of the standard DIGISTAR
features include:
• 3-D outlines of 88
constellations
• Travel through space and
time, spatially flying through
400 parsecs
• Proper motion of the stars and
constellations one million
years into the future or past
• Instant positioning from the
current sky to any other sky in
the past or future
• Alternate skies-Gamma Ray,
Ray, Radio and Infrared
• Meteors, galaxies and special
effects
• Sun, planets and their moons,
comets and asteroids with
their motions accurately computed using a Keplerian model
• 3-D drawing package to create
your own effects
• Extensive users library-free
to all DIGISTAR owners

x-

~

St. Louis skyline presented by

DIGISTAR. With DIG/STAR, your planetarium visitors can fly through a computer data base of your city or through
the DIGISTAR universe. Created by HOK
Computer Service Corp., St. Louis, Mo.

~

The DIGISTAR installation at the

McDonnell Star Theater at the St. Louis
Science Center. The DIGISTAR projector
lens can be seen in the projection pit in
the center of the star theater and always
projects from below the spring line ofthe
dome.

DIGISTAR USERS
GROUP
All DIGISTAR owners
belong to the DIGISTAR Users
Group. This provides an efficient
and economical way to share
information, and to exchange
special effects ... at no charge!
No other planetarium system
can offer this powerful way to
expand instrument capabilities
and horizons.
~

Line drawing of a proposed NASA

space station created on DIGISTAR.

Special effects let your
planetarium visitors explore
more than astronomy. Molecules
and chemical designs may be projected on the dome bigger than
life; engineering and scientific
designs can be displayed, then
rotated, panned and zoomed, to
study, to educate and to entertain. A variety of other data bases
and special effects can be displayed and manipulated, in real
time. DIGISTAR is truly unique
because what you create and project on the dome of your planetarium is limited only by your
imagination. Learn how you can
bring a new universe ... the
OIGISTAR Universe ... to
your planetarium.
For more information, call
Jeri Panek, DIGISTAR sales.

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
.. An interior view of the Omniversum
Space Theater in The Hague, Nether-

580 Arapeen Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Telephone: (80l) 582-5847

lands. The DIGISTAR projector is located
in the center of the star

theate~

permit-

dome and providing maximum seating

~ Manned maneuvering unit (MMU)
used by NASA astronauts' to perform a

capacity

variety of tasks in space.

ting an unobstructed view of the entire

From the
Editor J K yboard
rl~

This summer marks the 20th anniversary of the first
moon landing. No other event of our century has
marked so profound a change in the way people think
about the sky. The moon went from a remote astronomical object studied by astronomers to a world where people walked around and put in a day's work. Now we
knew that the planets would follow-it was only a
matter of time before we would visit them all.
Those of us old enough to remember the Apollo 11
moon landing (and not all planetarians are!) are nostalgic when we reflect back on the greatness of the
moment. It was certainly the pinnacle of human
achievement, and it was a proud moment. We expected
everyone to share our elation.
But there were clouds. The Apollo program was criticized as being too expensive and too irrelevant. Social
problems needed our attention, we were told. It's an old
argument, and it didn't end with Apollo; it's with us
still. What price science and exploration, especially
when the
tags are
eloquently about the value of such
ran across his
of Other
Worlds: The Moon in Perspective,"
of
Apollo's Moon, which
wrote at the
of
in the
1970s to
Abell's Exploration
that not to'l.r'Q~:'.n.n,iC>
,,",cv'onl- ... ,

For example, as Arthur C. Clarke points out, the
gest medical advance of the late Nineteenth
was x-rays-discovered unexpectedly by
studying the behavior of electron beams in vacuum,
Polio vaccine was made possible by, among other
things, the electron microscope. The laser-itself an
unforeseen outcome of supposedly abstract studies
subatomic physics-has turned out to be
everything from communications to fusion power to
surgery. The point is that this sort of thing is the
not the exception. Apparently we know so
about
the universe, even now, that we make our
advances by simply asking as many questions as we
can, at random--and seeing what turns up.
All the simple people who want to spend the
on cancer research instead of going to the moon"
seem to understand this, despite the number of specraicular examples in the past. The problem with cancer is
that we don't understand enough of the basic cne'm1.~;tr1l
and physics of life. The clue to a cure is more
come from going to the moon, or studying the sex
the giant squid, or something equally improbable
the kind of narrowly goal-directed program these people seem to have in mind (which would discard
line of inquiry that didn't seem ahead of time to
"relevant"). Of course, it works both ways. Don't be
surprised if the next big breakthrough in rocket
comes from a cancer lab.
1/

Having brought this up, we should also mention
those other simple people who apparently think we
could solve all our social
by adding the 1 %
the federal budget we
flight, not

in
material
originated from deliberate

Spitz, Inc ............................................ ,....... .
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tic-human kind," wrote T.S. Eliot, "cannot
very
much reality" -we'll merely suggest that a nation
which, every year, spends a third of a billion dollars
on chewing gum might be able to afford both without
undue strain. The "priorities" argument is not so much
wrong as irrelevant.
If history has given us any guide at all as to what
types of research to support, it is only to pick the most
radical, the ones farthest removed from what we've
already been doing. Space exploration-turning our
attention from the single planet that has occupied us
for all our history out to the entire rest of the universe-seems to fall into this category; therefore it
ought to be worth doing. In our Solar System alone,
there are twenty-five bodies 500 miles across or bigger-each as rich and varied as our own, and each different. If we can't find something of value in twentyfive separate worlds, we hardly deserve the label of
intelligent species.
If the most important dividends of lunar and planetary exploration are longterm and unforeseeable, the
major short-run benefit-to us of this last era of human

entire
It's to

is

con:nnj~a

A major problem in
always been that there's
you had seen only one tree in
know which of its features were
standing it and which were ...... "'.,,,."'.
might think the exact
important as their green color or
If you had a whole
nrp.tp.rf.rhW
species, you wouldn't
of comparative studies
thing from nuclear physics
gives us the first chance to
own. A study of the C1H1,UfJll"11"1,t'C
certain to lead to insights
therefore the earth in 1'1fJl~tU"1JlI:n'
obtain by staying home
ae'lwtl,nQ'
to it. The space program costs
slightly less than a pack
"'111r,,., .... "i~.g.ot:'
much would if be worth
kind of result we might
exploration-we learned to

114'-'-S.III4C;;IHIA.jI..

1"1l't'l"nrJ''''If'

Authentic, handmade
spacecraft/rockets in Eastern and '1\Io;::~torn
the best materials to produce
painted wood or altuglas. The 1'nll'''lIlrVI
new collection:
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request. Ask for details on price
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Yet Anot er Seal
0
of the Solar yst m

I

By John T. Meader

North Starlab Planetarium
4 Osborne Street
Fairfield, Maine 04937
We have all made scale models of the solar system to
help students have a more realistic concept of the sizes
and distances involved. I have personally used many
different models and have always found that, while
most students find them to be an eye-opener, there are
always a few smug kids who daim to know the concept
of correct scale almost a priori, and would consequently
gain great pleasure at ridiculing those who obviously
weren't born with this knowledge. My feeling, after
several encounters with child geniuses of this sort, was
that there probably weren't an awful lot of third or
fourth graders who really had a good grasp on scale.
There must be a better way to impress upon them an
accurate scale of our solar system in a way that win
truly hit home and make them deal not only with
reality, but also with their own misconceptions. The
following model is what we came up with and it works
better than anything I have ever used.
MATERIALS NEEDED:

their planet would be if the beach ball were the size of
the sun. It is best not to have them attempt to make
rings for Saturn. Have each student make his
out of day according to how big he thinks it "J ...... u
.;;J ..

Almost always, everyone's planet will be too
Once they are done, go through the group and crulnJ:!~e
their planets to the correct size. Correcting the students in this fashion will make the actual scale much
more impressive. Every student must then be
ble for not loosing his planet. This isn't nece~;sarj
easy, as some planets, like Mercury and Pluto, are
about the size of a grain of sand. I have found
students with the smallest models usually take
care and pride in their little tiny worlds!
PART 2. DISTANCE SCALE

This part of the model should be done either in the
gymnasium, cafeteria, or outside. In order to make the
distance scale workable within a school "7111" ... """"'1I"f
we found it best to represent distance on a smaller scale
than we used with size.* If we had maintained
same scale for distance that we used with size the
string would have been 420 meters long rather
13
meters!
'O.....

1 Beach Ball (preferably yenow or orange)
1 Set of Play-Doh Modelling day
1 String 13 meters long (40 feet)

PREPARATION:
Take the string and tie a loop about five centimeters
(two inches) in diameter in one end (this is where you
will place the beach ball sun later on). Then tie an
overhand knot .J.l::9- at the appropriate distances that
each succeeding planet will be from the beach ball sun.
Use the following planet scale information chart to
tell you how far away from the sun each knot should be
tied.
PART1. SIZE SCALE
HINT: You might want to make two or more model
solar systems so that every student can partake.
Assign every student a planet and then give each student a lump of day more than big enough to make their
planet. If you are using Play-Doh, you might want to
use appropriate colors (ie. red for Mars, blue for Earth,
etc.). Explain that you want them to guess how big
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Separate your students into their various
terns (if you have more than one). Have each student
take his day planet and place it where he thinks the
appropriate distance for that planet should
from
the beach ball sun. Once each student has placed his
planet down where he thinks it belongs, take out
string with the proper distance scale measured out in
knots. Then, one at a time, beginning with Mercury and .
then moving outward, have each student move
planet to its proper position. Again, this
the
students aware that their perspectives are
from reality. The solar system is probably much
than any of them had guessed.
.. The size scale approximates 1 centimeter equaling
kilometers (1 inch equaling 225,000 miles) while the distance
scale is about 32 times smaller with 1 centimeter CQllcUllH)?;
4,500,000 kilometers (1 inch equaling approximately
miles).
9

Once it is laid out to proper scale, I usually discuss the
differences between the inner planets and the outer
planets, the placement of gaseous planets versus terrestrial
and so on. The differences become
obvious.
RELATIVE MOTION

Now that your model
have your students
to walk at their "' ....."".."'...........

about the same speed works welL
CONCLUSION

We have found that this model
wen. While it is
the feature that we hpllp~rp
valuable is
the mc.aelS

made one r~\rUllLn:HJn.
and examine
how much of their restJe(:thre
have covered
cmnparE~ to Me'rCUlry'
distance from the sun is not the
determines its orbital
as inner planets
move faster than outer planets. However, for demonstration purposes, having the students all walk at

PLANET SCALE INFORMATION CHART

10

Planet:

Scaled distance from the sun:

Scaled Diameter:

Mercury

13 centimeters
5 inches

(=58 million kilometers)
(=36 million miles)

15mm
1/16 inch

Venus

23 centimeters
9 inches

(=108 million kilometers)
(=67 million kilometers)

6mm
1/4 inch

Earth

31 centimeters
12 inches

(=150 million kilometers)
(=93 million miles)

6mm
1/4 inch

Mars

46 centimeters
18 inches

(=227 million kilometers)
(=141 million miles)

3mm
1/8 inch

Jupiter

155 centimeters
61 inches

(=779 million kilometers)
(=483 million miles)

25mm
1 inch

Saturn

274 centimeters
108 inches

(=1428 million kilometers)
(=886 million miles)

20mm
3/4 inch

Uranus

572 centimeters
225 inches

(=2974 million kilometers)
(=1782 million miles)

14mm
1/2 inch

Neptune

889 centimeters
350 inches

(=4506 million kilometers)
(=2794 million miles)

13mm
1/2 inch
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Stars in Their Eyesj
Poetry in Their Hearts
Jeanne E. Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard
Westlake, Ohio 44145
As an introduction to the subject of poetry, classes of
. ll-year':"olds came to the planetarium in' 'late fall,
1988. The children came to listen to selected poems and
compose their own p~try. in an impressionable environment. Each class consisted of about thirty students
and a visit lasted about 45 minutes.

rrlie pfatietanum I(in afe a a creative spirit in afnwstevery cliifa
and pro'l!ed to 6e an idea{ introduction to tlie curricufum poettJ
unit.

The experience was very positive for the sruoeJUS,
teachers and me. As a result, I recommend similar
experiences for language and writing groups of all
adapted to specific interests and comprehension
With careful formatting and advance notification,
think that the idea can be extended to community and
public presentations as well.
Eight poems were selected for the first section of the
program, a listening activity. With a musical background and planetarium visuals, I read each
with changing .speed and inflection, dictated
nature of the writing. I allowed a few seconds of musical intermission between poems. The total time for the
listening section was about ten minutes. A list of V'J._ .....,>:J.
their authors, and visuals appears below.

Slide of the

Walter de laMare

Shuttle.

across the

6. "The Stars are Silver Reindeer,"
Natalia Belting

Fade the moon. Present a dark
many stars.

7. "The Stars (Sequins stitched to the black
leather jacket of the universe),"
E. G. Valens

Continued dark sky with stars.

8. "On Suddenly Awakening Under Stars,"
Charles E. Bomgren

Present darkest possible sky with stars and the
Milky Way and slow diurnal motion causing
stars to creep across the sky. Offer music alone
for a few seconds before reading this poem.

The Planetarian, Vol. 18, No.2, June 1989
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All of these poems except the last can be found in the
1.984 or the 1987 Tips Booklets, Numbers 12 and 13, pub-

lIshed by the Great Lakes Planetarium Association
and available from GLPA at a small cost.t,2 tlOn Suddenly A wakening Under Stars" is from Teton Park
Poems, a small volume given to me by the author,
which I treasure.3 Charles Bomgren was a planetarium
colleague, who served as Director of the Santa Ana
College Planetarium in California and as a summer
Teton Park Ranger. About 15 years ago, he died in a
tragic car accident. Since the booklet probably is difficult to obtain, I'd like to share this poem I used:
On Suddenly Awakening Under Stars
Sleep's bubble broke
And I awoke

Intensity,
Immensity,

To praiseful bars
Of sudden stars--

Burned rich with might-Black-robed, fire-bright.

To swift, sweet thrill
So huge, so still,

I drank the night-

With joyous fright

That sapped all sleep.

Its endless grace
Of chasmed space!

The night was old.
Round Earth had rolled

My heart grew still,
As visions will.

(How silently!)
My bed and me,

This vision dimmed,
Til stars, rock-rimmed,

My sleeping fire
Each pine tree spire

Shone as beforeNo less, no more.

To richer skies
To richer skies.

To blink and bless-No more, no less.

Of cosmic sweep

Charles E. Bomgren
As I finished reading Bomgren's poem, trying to let
music help accentuate and punctuate, I could sense that
the children were moved to awed reflection. I let the
music play for about ten more seconds, and no one spoke
or in any way disrupted the peace. Then I began speaking quietly, with pauses, much as I had read the poetry. I asked the students to consider their feelings and
impressions of the sky, space, stars, and moon.
I changed from a musical background to a mood tape
of waves, wind, and sailboat sounds. The crescent moon
and stars of a December evening were in view. The
classroom teacher and I distributed one-battery flashlights with red plastic covers, lap boards, and blank
sheets of white paper. Students retrieved pencils from
under their seats, which they had brought with them

12

to the -planetarium. Instructions were given: "Turn on
your light. Shine it only on your paper. Write a word
on your paper-'space' or 'stars.'" This was a
sequence for the main writing activity to come. After
students turned off the flashlights, the classroom
teacher and I discussed different reasons for u,rl,nn,£Y
poetry: 1) to convey the author's perspective or
2) to describe something in a manner that brings
ful images to mind, and 3) to create a mood in a
or a listener.
As the wave-wind-boat sounds played, perpetuating
a relaxed feeling, students were asked to imagine tha t
they actually were on a sailboat under the stars.
were invited to turn on their flashlights and
writing when they had ideas for poems.
One by one red lights appeared; students looked
the sky and back down to their papers. In low
the classroom teacher and I were asked questions ..."Is
it O.K. not to spell a word right?" ... "May I write about
something that doesn't have anything to do with the
sky but the sky makes me think about?" ... "Can I write
about more than one thing?" ... "You won't tell anyone
who wrote this, will you?" We tried to give the
answer the student wanted for each concern.
As part of our goal to maintain an unwavering uncritical spirit, we told the children not to put their names
on their papers. I announced that the classroom
teacher would read a poem aloud in the planetarium
only if the student chose to submit it to the teacher.
After about five minutes, a few brought their poems to
the teacher. A couple asked for more paper. At the end
of twenty minutes, at least half of the students in
every class submitted one or more unsigned papers.
With the sea sounds and moon and stars backdrop, the
classroom teacher read every submitted poem. It was
very quiet as all listened and some continued to write.
The teacher read well (with a flashlighO, knowing
peculiarities of each student's handwriting style. She
assumed an attitude of subdued enthusiasm and
approval for every item. The children's apprehension
was diffused by her positive disposition.
Some of the students' brief poems about the sky are
given below. I feel that they are fine work for
non-honors children. The planetarium kindled a creative spirit in almost every child and proved to be an
ideal introduction to the curriculum poetry unit. A
poet-in-residence visited the school during the two
weeks following the planetarium visits. The ....wo,,, .. r<.,..
sional poet agreed that the student work was excellent. She liked the idea of the experience so much that
she asked to come to the planetarium by herself and
write while music played.
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Student poems
The stars are like swiss cheese and bright orange leaves,
Like yellow bees, motionless trees.
The stars are like silent halls in Room 108, like worms for bait.
Yet, they're silent, still, not really able to move.
Stars. So many shapes. So many ideas.
It's hard to believe that they're all from just one night.
By and by the time has gone by
With the little eyes above talking with time.
I

The stars are so far. But the joy of stars is dose.
The Earth is a miracle floating
under a sea of stars.
For billions of years it floats, trying to find the moon.
Stars, a xylophone of tones played by God.
The stars move up and down and all around.
But they come out to play only at night.
The scanning moon goes skimming 'cross the
Like a huge white eye.
The little sparkling stars look like baby eyes
The red glare of the sun arrives,
And all is over 'til the next night.

on a

The stars and moon are together a combination,
So terrible, so beautiful.
Together they are. closer than anything else in my eyes.
Forever the moment is captured.

1 Anthology of Astronomical Poetry, Compiled
Gary Tomlinson and Diane Trainque, Prepared
Education Committee of the Great Lakes Planetarium
Associa,tion, October, 1984. Tips Booklet No. 12.
2 Astronomical Poems, edited by April Whitt, Prepared by the Education Committee of the Great Lakes
Planetarium Association, October, 1987. Tips Booklet
No. 13.
3 Teton Park Poems, Charles E. Bomgren. Caxton
Printers,
Caldwell,
1966.
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David Chandler
PO Box 309

LaVerne, California 91750
James Rusk, in his article, "Answers to Creationism"
in the September 1988 issue of The Planetarian,
presents some very helpful background information on
issues raised by creationists. What I felt was I..,,.,v.,,,,,,,,"
in the
Rusk article, and most other critiques
creationism, is a sense of who the creationists are and
why they hold to the positions
do. Granted,
there are
vocal creationist "activists"
who are trying to
public education in their own
image. Their tactics distort both science and theology.
These hard liners and their supposed "scientific creationism" are playing a power game and must be met on
their own terms. These people, however, are a small
vocal minority, even within the fundamentalist
churches.
My own interest in creationism is a personal one. I
grew
in a conservative Christian environment
where creationism was the norm. I found great value in
my religious beliefs and was reluctant to let go of them,
but I was also interested in science and struggled to
make sense out of the two realms in a harmonious manner. I did not give up my creationist beliefs because
someone shot them down. Rather, I "evolved" out of
my creationist perspective over a period of years as I
found new ways of thinking that did not involve
throwing the baby out with the bath water.

h,.""' ......,,...

As science educators it is not our role to attack
ious beliefs
se. Rather we should
and assist
in the
individuals
trying to
of the world
with their
beliefs. The comments that follow
creationist
do not constitute a handbook for
activists. I have chosen to discuss three issues that are
central to the struggle sincere Christians must face in
integrating their beliefs with modern science. It
hoped that non-creationist readers will
appreciation for the issues that face an open minded
creationist and that readers still in the
of integrating science with their
will be
encouraged to continue the process.

I 6e{ieve most creationists in this

If God Is Not the __.......

category are open, honest peop{e
who are interested in hearing new
information, ... wilang to discuss
their 6e{iefs in an atmosphere of
mutua[ respect.

The doctrine of creation is absolutely central to
Christian theology. If God is not the creator how does
he have ultimate power and authority over the world
or man? What claim does he have on us? For Christians it is essential to recognize that this is God's universe. All Christians must therefore believe God to be
creator in some sense. A simple person with little scientific background may resolve the issue most easily
picturing God hovering over the universe saying "Let
there be light.. .... Genesis
one is just such a
straightforward, uncritical statement of faith.

Most people who identify themselves as creationists
are what I would call "naive creationists." They are
the followers, not the theologians. They are to be
found sitting in every science class and planetarium
show. They usually have not fully grappled with the
issues and become hardened in their positions. They
are often silent in their objections. Some are very intelligent people who are actively seeking ways to reconcile science with their faith. They believe sincerely in
God, they attribute to him the power to do anything
he wants, and they have no reason to question that he
14

crea tionists in this
who are interested in
haps mistrustful of the views of
ing to discuss their beliefs in an .., .....""..,."' .... ll-.""'''·n
respect. Most of them can't
motivate
to
bea
lion in
Bible. There are
these people must overcome to
ern scientific world view
particular.

04 .. v

...

,How Is He God?

Whether or not this is God's universe is not a matter
science can decide. Any claim either way is a statement of faith, not science. What science does witness to
is the prevalence of natural law. Within the n...,."".. "'h.n.......
of natural processes it is possible to explain
as the formation of stars and planets, the origin of
elements, the accumulation of organic molecules lead1989

to life, and
and variation
cies. We
our students and plc;me~taJi.Ulm
patrons to grow in
of natural
cesses, whether
creationists or
atheists. If they can
helped to move beyond simplistic slogans into an awareness of the diversity and
complexity, but also the simplicity and order of the
natural world we win have given them a motive to
reexamine their belief system. Some win, others
won't, but they will have gained something along the
way.
The more one understands and appreciates the processes of nature the less one needs God to fin in the
gaps in our knowledge. This can be threatening to fundamentalists who may feel science is leading them
toward atheism. On the other hand, if God is used simply to fill in the chinks in our knowledge we have a
rather weak conception of God, sometimes called the
"God of the gaps" in theological circles. Such a God is
bound to be constantly on the defensive as knowledge
without
expands. If life can arise by natural
divine intervention
God is not
On
the other

natural pf{)ce:sses.
one can
cess it seems like a
mICf{)SCOPIC life factories
eons of time.

isms by chance?
The "how" question has an answer. Evolution is
based not only upon randomness but also selection. A
1989

is not.

Beliefs about the nature of the Bible in conservative
churches vary. It may be described simply as the Word
of God, leaving the details of how God speaks to man
through the Bible open to interpretation. Fundamentalist churches tend to put more qualifiers on the doctrine, such as inspiration, infallibility, inerrency, etc.,
up through literal verbatim dictation from God. My
experience is that the more restrictive the doctrine of
the less the people are able to read the
themselves with comprehension, and the
", .. i~"'I"'''''.''' tlO"n'roc to

Protestant, and Jewish doctrinal lines on many of the
central issues. Fundamentalists lie outside this consensus. The consensus view is that Genesis is an interweaving of at least three earlier written sources (labeled J,
E, and P by biblical scholars), each of which draws on
a wealth of earlier material handed down H'\~·"" .. nh
oral tradition.

different
But if the work is a collection of
authors with different styles, different viewpoints,
cultural influences, and different historical
settings, what becomes of the concept that the Bible is
the word of God? Can a fundamentalist dare venture
down this road without the certain prospect of losing
his faith? No one can ten from the outset where an
mind may lead, but there are many Christians
........ ,"'Jf'.. •.
the
historical, and even the
tn€~Oi()g1Cal diversity of
Bible and still discern the
voice
God through it all. Can God speak to man
through other men? The long tradition of preachers in
the church would seem to support this. If God can
speak through ordinary men, with an their limitations, is it too much to believe that God can speak
through the medium of human literature, with aU its
limitations as wen?

in Hebrew tradition. There are
"And God said .. blocked into
(each
"days." The
are each bounded by
rnorning, so it is dear the writer was not thinking
first
occurs
eons of time. On the other
are not
before the creation of the sun and moon,
natural
either! It makes better sense to consider
the
device for ..............rt.C'",,::'
of
literal statements

1"1"0'1"131''\1"

u

..........

It is a cliche tha t everyone has his own
Hon of the
bu t there is actually a near consensus
among academic theologians that crosses Catholic,

creation narrative is from the P source,
writers in about the sixth . .

n1"11C>C!thT

011'\1-1" ..... '

The J narrative is the
of Eden
which begins in Gen. 2:4band continues through
ler 3. God is called "The LORD God", which is translated from the proper name Yahweh Elohim. God is
pictured in vivid anthropomorphic
of a
molding the day of the ground into
breathing into it the breath of
planting a "..-::>,,,rl..,.....
and walking in the garden in the cool of the
contrast with the lofty spiritual
in the P nar1, the
rative is striking. Unlike the opening
U>AlAAU,4A.
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initial state of the earth is a dry, barren landscape.
The sequence of creation events in the P account is (1)
light, which is separated into day and night, (2) the
"firmament in the midst of the waters" (literally the
solid dome of the sky, d. Job 37:18), (3) the gathering
of the waters to create seas and dry land, (4) vegetation and trees, (5) the sun, moon, and stars for signs and
seasons, (6) sea creatures and birds, (7) land animals,
and finally (8) "man", male and female.
By contrast, the J narrative is loosely structured into
a flowing narrative and no particular time frame. The
sequence of creation events begins with man, interpreted as a male. To meet the man's need for food,
plants and trees are created. Then in an attempt to find
companionship for man the animals and birds are
created. Finally woman is created as the perfect ful ..
fillment of man's need for companionship.

Sure{y we must conc{uae tliat the
(itera{ details were not the rear
focus of tlie eaitor.
Do contradictions between multiple strands like this
somehow discredit the Bible? Only for a rigid Biblical
literalist. Whoever set these two narratives side by
side, preserving their distinctive literary qualities in
the process, could clearly see these are two accounts of
creation that do not fit together in their details.
Surely we must conclude that the literal details were
not the real focus of the editor. The sequence of creation
events seems like inconsequential trivia when compared with the meatier theological issues dealt with
in these chapters: the claim that God is supreme over
his creation, that the material world is good, that
man is created in the image of God, that God has provided for all the needs of man, that we are caretakers
of creation, and that human sexuality is to be viewed
as a gift from God.

complex than many people realize. I
mend watering down presentations
cepts for their benefit, but neither
I recommend
scorn as an appropriate response. I do not
scription for dealing with creationists in
terms, other than to suggest that both W"tI!lI'!I'ht:~C!
learn patience and have a
to listen
as speak.

The tenth Dlelonlal IIlte1rnational l"'lanet:anum
Society Conference
den, July 15.. 19, 1990. Its
Boundless Planetarium,"
with lectures, workshops, paper """"",,,,",,,"'0,71
-a real Swedish Smorgasbord
f"ny'\tArIPr1.(,IPI
The Organizing and Program cornrrnttlees
working with the preparations and bulletins
which will follow in coming issues of The

tarian.
Announcement and Call for Papers win
sent
to everyone in the IPS Directory in June, but
are some important dates to put in your " .... A."•.•""'...
today. Note especially that the deadline
Abstracts is November 1 this year!
November 1, 1989
Last day for one-page abstracts of
papers. Type it clearly and within 18 x 25 cm
10"), since it will be used as the printing nr10"1r.!:l
in the Book of Abstracts, and send it to me.

January 1990
Invitation and Program sent out.
April 1, 1990
Last day to register for post-conference tour to
Stockholm, Helsinki and July 22 total
eclipse.

Conclusion
Evolution is central to the modern scientific world
view. It goes beyond the realm of biology and impacts
thinking in an of the sciences. Science educators should
be free to speak as confidently about evolution as they
would about Newton's laws of motion in physics.
"Creation science" is neither good science nor good theology. Its influence in our public educational system
should be resisted vigorously.
On the other hand, for individuals with strongly
held religious beliefs the process of coming to terms
with evolution has a human dimension that is more
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May. 15, 1990
Last day to register for IPS '90 Conference
Welcome to The Boundless Planetarium
in Sweden next summer!
Lars Broman, IPS '90 Chairman
Galaxen Convention Center
Jussi Bjorling's Road 25
5-781 50 Borlange, Sweden
Telefax +46-243 734 02
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Jeffrey L. Hunt
Waubonsie Valley High School Planetarium
2590 Route 34
Aurora, Illinois 60504
During the 1987-88 academic year, the Waubonsie
Valley, High School Planetarium became a leader in
the area of laser disc technology for the Indian Prairie
School District. In the planetarium, the laser disc's
technology and viability was to be tested as a possible
direction for the district to pursue for use in other
areas. The planetarium's role was justified because of
the number of children who would experience the
results of the technology in learning experiences and
because of my interest in the technology.
During the year, my job was to analyze the equipment, software, and laser discs available for use in the
planetarium. This report is a result to help those who
may be considering such a choice in the near future. I
will make mention of manufacturers and their model
numbers only as a means of reference and comparison,
.and not as an endorsement of the equipment.
In analyzing the problem of equipment choice, we
soon realized that the planetarium's equipment would
in some state of continuous use during 4-10 hours each
-school day. We estimated that the equipment should
have at least a la-year life expectancy. Big projects of
this type do not come around often, and I did not want
to return to my supervisor in the future to report that
the equipment was now worn out and replacement was
necessary. This led us to eliminate consumer market
equipment and head straight for the industrial video
dealers. We talked with many video suppliers, had
equipment demonstrated under our dome, and talked
with planetarians. Our complete system included a
video projector, a laser disc projector, a video tape
player, a monitor, and a microcomputer.

The Video Projector
All parts of the integrated system are important, but
it is the video projector that places the images on the
dome. It must be able to compensate for all the problems associated with curved screen projection. In our
case, a wired remote control was necessary for signal
input and dimming control.
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Since we do not have our planetarium instrument on
an elevator, the projector had to be placed on the
instrument skirt, and tilted upward at a 20°
angle.
rlU,r..-rLlO

my job was
ana(yze
equipment, software, and [aser
cfiscs avaifa6[e for use in the p[anetarium.
During parts of our lessons, the planetariurn's house
lights are increased so students can write to questions
we provide. It was important that the projector's luminosity be high enough to be seen with the lights on.
Besides showing video images, the desire for computer graphics became a major factor. More about this
in the selection of the computer.
Specifically, the wired remote should accept at least
two video
and
controls to monitor each
video
it to the video ,,","',("\,o,-,t-r\?"
The remote should vary the
along an entire
intensity that
the
control of a slide
projector. The wired remote should control the RGB
computer graphics input, although the RGB signal
sent through a
cable.
The projector that provided these qualities is the
Sony VPH-l040Q.
The Laser Disc
If you talk to five different
players, you'll probably hear
The choice was narrowed ""'1"£,,,,tl;~T
trial grade requirement.

Several
the Pioneer 4200
player. Our concern
player was the
tion "lightweight industrial player." Does this
18, No.2, June 1989

upgraded consumer or downgraded industrial? We
never received a sufficient answer, so we eliminated it
from our selection list.
Another factor against the 4200 is that it is a "slow"
machine. The laser may take up to about four seconds to
find an image once the microcomputer sends its commands.
We looked for the fastest selection time available in
an industrial machine that accepts commands through
a serial computer interface. Our first choice was the
Sony LDP2000/2. Because the supplier could not
deliver this player before the beginning of the school
year, we chose the Pioneer 6010A. Both machines are
practically equal.
These two machines can find images in less than two
seconds. In most searches, the 6010A is as fast or faster
than advancing a slide projector.

Even with a tight budget, it was necessary to investi..
gate all possibilities. Our first choice was a
II. With a color graphics card, we could create high
resolution 3 megabyte images, an exciting possibility!
The price was simply beyond the budget, plus the scan
rate of the Mac II and the Sony video projector are
incompatible.

.U' .............. , . . . ...,........

We considered other Macintosh versions with aftermarket color video cards, but the price was beyond our
limit.
The Apple I1gs became our choice. We can control the
laser disc player and access fairly good resolution RGB
graphics. I have previous experience writing BASIC
programs for previous versions of the Apple II and
taught BASIC programming in our computer lab for two
years. I was confident that we could interface the computer and player.

One disadvantage of the 6010A is that the player is
not put into a play mode when a disc is inserted and
the drawer closed. The player can be initialized with
the remote control unit or with a command from the
computer program. This is only a small problem when
you realize the benefits of this player's speed and projected dependability.

This important addition will allow us to use the
optical projection of our Minolta planetarium to
present a realistic sky while computer graphics programs simulate proper motion and stellar parallax,
although in a simpler way than the computer graphics
planetariums. We visualize this as simply the best
both worlds: optical projection of the stars and computer simulation.

The Videotape Player

The Computer Program

Our goal with the tape player was to be able to
access portions of a tape from the player's remote control unit. This would allow us to prerecord and index
movies from laser discs so we would not have to
attempt to change discs in the darkness. This medium
would also allow us to use video that is not yet on laser
disc.

A computer program was created to create, edit, and
control the image selection for the planetarium lessons.
Using the potential of the player, the control lUllctllon
of the program can run movies forward/reverse
access the various special effects of the player.

The tape player must be able to mark (index) and
access indexed sequences along the tape.
When you search for a player with this feature,
you'll probably get other desirable features like hi-fi
digital and SVHS along with the indexing feature.

One major obstacle was to understand the language
the strange laser disc player codes and integrate them
into the computer program. To date we have about 100
man-hours in writing this custom program.
One feature of the program is that through use of the
four arrow keys, the preprogrammed order of events for
the lesson can be changed. It serves as a means to
answer student questions and review.

We selected the Panasonic AG-1830.
The Monitor
The Computer
In the selection of a computer three major components
emerged: programming, RGB graphics, and price. With
the funds already budgeted for the three previous
items, we needed to find a reasonably priced computer
on which we could program and create RGB graphics.

The monitor serves as an important subfeature of the
system. We use it to check images before they are sent
to the video projector and to find images when lessons
are created. Actually any high quality monitor or
vision will suffice.

(Please see Selecting on page
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Summary of a paper presented at the European
second conference" La Villette. Paris, May 1
Terence Murtagh
Planetarium Armagh
College Hill, Armagh
Northern Ireland, UK
Recent advances in television projection technology,
digital production techniques and audience participation through interactive video promise an exciting
future for planetaria. Much of the pioneering work in
this field has been carried out at the Armagh Planetarium, Northern Ireland, and this paper describes the
Armagh installation, its present use and future possibilities.
For some years now we at the Armagh Planetarium
have followed a policy for the development of video
as the main source of special effects and image presentation in our Planetarium. The development stage is
now complete and the implementation is transforming
not only the manner of our Star Show presentations but
their quality in terms of both entertainment and educational value.

P{anetarium audiences today are
increasing{y used to a visua{ presentation of astronomy and space
on broadcast te{evision of a qua{ity and pace whicn p{anetaria
find difficu{t to emu[ate.
Planetarium audiences today are increasingly used to
a visual presentation of astronomy and space on broadcast television of a quality and pace which planetaria
find difficult to emulate. Audiences, therefore, often
find many planetarium shows, which are basically
sophisticated tape/ slide presentations, slow and lacking in visuals. For most small and medium-size planetaria there isn't the time or money available for the
construction or purchase of the elaborate special effects
and imagery which are available to the larger planetaria.
The problem lies in the nature of planetarium special
20

effects which are largely electro-mechanical devices.
Because of their construction they can usually
only one effect at a time. A rotating galaxy cannot easily become a zoom into a planet, a condensing star or
exploding supernova. Duplicating such an effect requires the construction of an identical projector and control equipment and the cost is practically the same as
the original. A video projector is different and, as it is
purely dependent on the image presented, it can become
a rotating galaxy, a zooming planet, an exploding star
without any problem at all. In addition, once an effect
has been produced on high-quality video, a good copy
can be made at a fraction of the original cost. This in
itself will allow the smaller or poorly-funded
tarium access to sophisticated effects and
which otherwise would have been too expensive and
complex to make. Of course, reducing the number of projectors does away with the need for a lot of automation
controls and, hence leads to another saving. In addition, the projector can be used in other ways; for example, to present graphics of show images from spacecraft
encounters or launches, or even images from telescopes.
All these different uses can add a new dimension to

. .. once an effect lias been produced on liigli-qua{ity viaeo, a
good copy can be made at a fraction of the origina{ cost. rrliis
itself wi{{ arrow tlie sma{{er or
poor{yjunaed p{anetarium
to sophisticated effects
images wliich otherwise
have been too e7(pensive
comp{e?( to ma/(g.

planetarium presentations and provide audiences with
a
sense of
in events.

installations.

audience. In aU,UHl0I1,
effects can be created
and distributed

""",£,rot-~J<."'~1"",1A'''''''
'l...U'liJA ...... '-'1.

is
electronic
sufficient control over
and contrast levels to
allow the
black to be invisible. It is the use of
transtorrmntg the

present mixed sources without manual selection. We
have used all three sources regularly and every day
material in both British Standard PAL and American
Standard NTSC is used. SECAM is normally used when
presenting material from the Soviet Gorizont satellite.
In this manner we have covered Soyuz and launches of
the Vega encounters with Halley's comet, and made
plans to present the encounters with Mars and Phobos
in 1989. Multi-standard capability adds a small additional cost to the purchase of the machine but it more
than makes up for that with its increased flexibility.
We produce the original video for our star shows on
rented equipment in a professional studio and effects
complex called AIR TV in London. It is only in such
facilities that the necessary equipment is readily
available and economically feasible. Often such facilities welcome the unusual requirements of a planetarium as a useful showcase and therefore provide equipment and services at very low prices. All our original
material is mastered on 1" (25 mm) broadcast quality
tape. It is then transferred to 3/4" (18 mm) U-Matic
tape. Presently such tapes are used in two Sony 5600
players for Star Show presentation. Soon these will be
replaced to two new Sony machines in their SP range
which provide for very high resolution replay, higher
than "High Band" which is often used for broadcast. In
the United States 3/4" high band has not been available but they have used what we term low band. Fortunately, SP U-Matic is available in the States and can
be highly recommended as an economical source of
high quality video for planetarium projection. A new
form of 1/2" (12.5 mm) VHS tape known as Super VHS
is now becoming available. For the small planetarium
requiring playback only and without heavy use this
system should be considered. However, for the planetarium with editing requirements of heavy use, the
robustness and reliability of the U-Matic format is
essential. In addition to tape machines we also have a
number of Pioneer laservision video disc players in
both PAL and NTSC. Unfortunately, no multi-standard
discs players are made. We utilise material on discs
produced by Video Vision Associations in the United
States and that which we have produced ourselves in
conjunction with Sky Skan Inc. of Nashua, New Hampshire.
Until recently most of our Star Shows would have
had all the video effects on the two tape decks which
run together. Each machine can be made to feed one or
any number of the five projectors. The video images are
kept in synchronisation with each other and with the
main audio track by a time code reader and actuator
called a "Q-Lock". The master audio is on five tracks
of an eight-track machine. Two of the remaining tracks
have the automation information for our panorama
projectors etc. The last track is used to record the "Q-

Lock" time code which is also recorded on one
two audio tracks available on each U-Matic
Q- Lock reads these time codes and
the
show in synch. In this manner it is DO:SSliDle
any part of the show automatically or
and re-start while still remaining in
for a single player/projector set-up
chronising systems are not really ne~2essary
tape players, such as the Sony SP, come COjmr:'let:e
an RS232 interface and lend themselves
to microcomputer control and
mal passive Star Show performance 90% of our
will be presented from the two U-Matic
reaction to the images and better prE~Sentalt1on
by video has been very
few realise that they are seeing a
was
image. However, tape playback of
phase one of our project. The most dramatic and
esting phase is just beginning: it is the realization
totally interactive Star Show where the audience
fully participate in the
in real time.
This is achieved through the use of a specially
video disc containing the star-show material "r.".............. ,,_
ing effects, stills and sound track. Used in
with a microcomputer, video disc
vidual response units for each member of the
this allows a fully
audience
presentation to be made. Of course, it is not ne<:essary
have this level of interaction in
show, but the basic
to participate in many rili"t-'-:>lI",pntof presentations.
The basic interactive
we have built
bles each of the 120 seats to have a three-button
response unit. Each unit consists of three coloured
switches and LED's (Light trruttl:ng
and
The
cOlntroUabJle from the console and the reSPOlnse
units can be activated for audience
by
The micro also
forms a ..-1.'>n-r.n.<,''''",
to each show and automatically
OP42rator to
uni ts.

response.
All response units are linked to a
computer which has a modest
addition to a built in "genlock".
to superimpose or insert data or n-... c.........",..,c
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an external source. Interfaces were
the audience
from
data in ........ ", ..... h ...

video
built

the use of the r~sponse
35 minutes would
limited to 30 . . . . . ~ ..

... r.. ..""""' ................

"...o>

ous

with very little abuse of the
dous automatic
of ex(~ited

small
audience to make choices
those responses to autmnatic.alh
The audience
The first

&"",,,-,'AA",I(;..

lri ..
and
from December 1987.
is
_'u,o..-.cn'"Y\ where the audience uses the interactive ".. T<,'" .... ~....
the
bodies at win. It
,cCCUT

c>v't"\IA1"C>

,\-n'"

,~ ......,.,.~.;."'H_

the show! The audience is introduced to the response
system and to how their choices and answers are presented on the viewing dome of their spacecruiser.
There is a ten-question quiz about the Solar System.
The answers to this are designed to help us gain an
understanding of the level of awareness of solar system
data. Next, they must learn about their home planet,
Earth. This is done through the use of still frames,
radar scans and weather-satellite data which are
selectable by the audience. During this show we use
three video projectors. One projector shows the
approach to a body and a single image of, say, a planet
while still the other two projectors present data or
stills. This is to ensure that the whole audience gets
good views of the most important data and pictures.
Obviously, when approaching or leaving a body only
one projector is used.
Once the earth sequence is over the program automatically begins to offer a series of destinations. The
first is the moon, Venus or
Each choice is
colour-coded
green and
same colours as
their illuminated buttons.
colour questions are proand as the audience makes a selection they see
re~)p()m;es as
coloured
Let us
voted Venus: 60%, Moon:
Mercury:
40%.

toward the Sun and accumulate
the outer Solar System. In reality,
is much more interesting to watch than to
Some audiences spend as much time as
or six objects and so don't reach certain .................. ".
skim over each object and
to have en<)uQ~h
a longer stop at one or two on
way back.
are enormous and so is the fun. Of course, we have
in a few surprises here and there
yes, we do
the audience responses. These can be
out
are giving some interesting
into Solar ...·uc:!tn1rn
favourites. Presently, these are the
Uranus. Surprising isn't it?
To run the show we r.r.<pr:~tn
graphics system on the Pioneer PX7 Micro.
to trigger a much more detailed br4;ln(~hlng
held on a Pioneer UCVI02 video disc ",,,.,,,,,....n..
the initial manual
the
effects and information is
automatic. We
cheat in any way; the audience does all
work.

The Earth will now dls,aPDecir
effects we head off to Venus.
the western sector of the dome. Soon the Earth
become a
dot and the
data screens on Venus. These are "'.Il..... ""' . . ~....
in the north and south sectors.
A ...... V

Then we

to apl)rO,ach

remains in the western sector.
Meanwhile on north and south the computer is
what next. We can have a radar scan,
a
or see an
movie. The audience chooses a
radar scan. Almost
we see a
planet devoid of cloud. This is the SPE~ct(lCUllaI
model of Venus based on the Pioneer nhca..•.. ""h,-,,1I"IC!
most visual effects it lasts for a maximum of
sec1-"",-..110-''''' many are much shorter. Another series of
and so on. This time the audience
choices
decides to send a
We see the
on its way
and then we
television
from the surthe latest Soviet
face. These pictures are those
Venera craft. Another series of choices
including one to leave Venus. Let us leave. Now the computer
shows the amount of fuel we
left and presents the
next series of destinations. Venus shoots away from
of '-/"~""AV'"U.
sight and we fly off to continue our
tion. At the beginning, we explain to
audience that
we are using a trajectory which allows us to fall in
1989
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For special usage, copies of
up to 1" broadcast quality. The

SKY...SKAN,INC., 51 Lake Street, Nashua, NH 03060-451
Phone: (6031880-8500 Telex: 6503362363 MCllJW
Fax: 603...882-6522 CompuServe: 73700,110 Mel Man: 336...2363
IN EUROPE, CONTACT:
The Planetarium Armagh
College Hill
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TeJefax: (0861) 526181
(Country Code: 44)
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3 Chome 11-8 Mlnami..Qtsuka
Toshima-Ku, Tokyo 110
JAPAN
Telephone: (3) 981-4151
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fCountry Code: 81 J

Beyond the video are two tracks

one

and sound effects by Mark Petersen and Ernie Wood.
Serrle.
coordinated to

two ,.If't.r'llt'~ilJli''III~
Included are three slides (Phobas chord, Saturn 1l'i1ll~liIf't.r'II
production/education notes,
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the other shoe. To a certain
of

At the IPS Conference in
'""_.~
a paper entitled "We're Regarded as
.. , Let's be Responsibly Accurate." That paper was
lished in the March 1989 issue of The Planetarian.

'-.A,.'-1I. •.

~,

i.?'"',h ........

Many colleagues responded to Jeanne's paper at the
time of presentation, They, and several others who
attended the talk, were asked to consider the ideas
she had posed and to answer the following question:

Most planetarians know
experience that a planetarium is one of the first
contacted when someone either wants to share or acquire astronomical information .... If we do not present information accurately
... we contribute to scientific illiteracy, and those who
know something has been wrongly depicted may lose
confidence in the planetarium as a source of correct
information." What are some of the pitfalls that
you've dealt with and what precautions do you take to
ensure accuracy?
If you have any further comments to make on this
topic, please submit them to Lonny Baker. Comments
received by July 10 will be included in the September
issue of The Planetarian.

*****

We are confronted with the
of
our
audiences while
them about the wonders of
the universe to the extent that we are "-"-IV"-'';'-''those
and within the constraints of our
technology. That's a
order to fill. One might get the impression that ",.,.'''''.~~
with accuracy is, to borrow from a popular American
beer commercial, a "tastes
filling" -n... r ......r\co,; ...
tion. It doesn't have to be.
will be some "'rlAr"~~~
made,
But when we're putting t"ncl"ot-I"II.o1"
show we should at least be conscious of those
rlrv'f-~~
and not just do things a certain way out of habit .
f- ...

f- ........

Let's take as an example one about which .n.. ""'..... ,'~ ..... '"
who has watched a planetarium show has an
ion-audible explosions in space. I would be
pointed if a planetarium'S rendition of the
didn't rattle my toenails, acoustic medium or no.
but there can be no sound in space." So what?! I don't
hear music in the background when I go through
day life, either. Yet we use music all the time. To me,
the use of an audible explosion is akin to the use of
music. It sets an emotional tone.
There is one item which has irked me in past
tions I have seen, which can be remedied very
the
of objects in a planetarium scene.
a scene
of
LA" " ' "In . . ,,. .... ,,. ....

The question of astronomical accuracy in the planetarium is one with which
planetarium program
producer has wrestled (or am I just f- ....'rvhf-iel1
I am in ironclad
with
that we
should not ...,,...,"' ...... h,,.~~

J. .... " . .

the source of illumination. In the majority of cases this
can be fixed by simply shuffling the images around. If
you use spacecraft models in your show it might payoff
to light them from many angles at the same time you
are shooting them. This will give the producer more
flexibility in crafting a scene that is not only aesthetically pleasing, but slightly more accurate as well. (For
those who can't afford to shoot rolls and rolls of film,
careful planning by the producer can still yield favorable results.)
It might do us all good to remember that while we
owe our audiences a quality performance with up-todate information, our artistic and poetic licenses are
still valid. Use them carefully.

Thomas W. Hocking, Education Assistant
Morehead Planetarium
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599

*****
I'm not sure what it is in me that becomes extremely
disturbed at seeing the following depicted in cartoons,
on television, in movies, written in newspapers or
books, or projected onto a planetarium dome: photos of
the Moon which couldn't have been taken from
but are intended as
impossible given the herrusPJheI'e
""r,,,,...,...' views which could never have been obtained
a
attitudes of constellations which
would look that way
1"'t:lI,")"!::n'rl1no- "the """",,,,,,"',<:>1
14011·nrt·..arIC of similar astronomicallnalCCllraCleS,

give a hoot about scientific
think that if these errors were COlrlSlstently ... '"UAA ......... A.F,'"- ....
by those of us 'in the know' the
served.
Unfortunately, too many
what they read or see cOllcerrung
if science were offered in
same
digested and entertaining way as the ma.CCllraCleS,
public would be more knowledgeable. I think it can
While it may take longer to find the
it takes
longer to present the right information than the
How can we, as informed
who
meticulous as possible where our Star Shows are
cerned, say "it doesn't matter" that some astronomical
fact is wrongly presented to the
No
what the source, are we CO.,."'14' ..... r\'u1"c,ah:roc
sion by ignoring even the .........
~
Our own conscience should insist
enlightenment and information wherever we see
it is necessary. And of course, we must be ever
about what we
under our own plcme~taI'lmn
dome.
IL ..................

Don't wait to
facility to show
ers, pens, word prl~CE~SS()rs
vide corrected ..... *·n"" ..... "' .... ,-""..
edi tors. Send

After

errors
and editors
of the back side of the moon

............... ,"''-",..:>

were raised to action.
the cartoonist with the ,., ......"',-,,"4-

04.",,...1/1,.,,,,

Who cares that a ... ,""",,,,, .... lunar crescent on the western horiron at sunset
wrong?
Shouldn't we be happy they're acquainted with the
word "constellation" without confusing them with
another word like "asterism"?
What difference does it make that these things don't
reflect reality and aren't right?
I think it makes a lot of difference!
Even if it were true that the general public doesn't
28

" ,.... 'rnTl'nlC>

We can't allow ourselves
lic and the
who create
care. They
In a
to my
promised that if the
is "'o""\""'n~£'.r'I
it, and also attempt to be more sure of his astronomical
facts in the future (he also indicated that
done better in science in
he
would
now be a cartoonist!)
Victory! A tiny advance of

field of ignorance has been made, and may influence
others. Enough of these tiny advances, and knowledge
may overcome ignorance.
We have seen the enemy and they are us, if we sit
idly by. So put on your battle helmets and your bandoliers loaded with freshly sharpened pencils, and let's
hear the rat-a-tat-tat of your typewriters and printers
as you fight astronomical ignorance and inaccuracy
wherever you find it.
We have just begun to fight.
Laura Kyro, Producer
McDonnell Star Theatre
St. Louis Science Center
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
*****

You're right! We are regarded as experts, and why
not? Isn't our function astronomy education? We encourage people to make us their source of information. The
trouble is, many people think of us as "astronomers,"
(as in "scientist" or "researcher"), which is not usually
true, and that we will be up on everything in the field
and can immediately answer any question about anything astronomical.

My standard response to inquiries is to first understand what they
are asking as comp[ete[y as possiE[e before I give any response.
The danger here is that it is tempting to answer
inquiries immediately, off the top of your head. I have
always been more cautious. We serve a very important
function, considering how much misinformation there is
out there. I have also always worried that I will misinform someone about something and that it will come
back to me. That would be not only embarrassing, but
would color people's minds about planetariums in general as a source of accurate information.
My standard response to inquiries is to first understand what they are asking as completely as possible
before I give any response. Sometimes it takes some
explaining for
people to get across what
they are talking about. Many, many times I will put
people off telling them I am not sure of the answer to
their question, but I will find out for them and let them
know as soon as I can. Some people don't like to be put
off, but in the end I've found they are more pleased
because I actually went to some effort and spent some
time to help them. And confidence in the planetarium
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as an accurate source of astronomical information
remains intact.
As public educators in astronomy, I think it is our
duty to provide accurate information-even if it means
saying, "I don't know, but I can tell you who else you
might try." People will respect you for that too.
An extra effort at accuracy should also be used with
respect to our star shows. Again. people expect to see
and hear accurate information, unless of course we are
clearly dealing with something like science fiction. It
is sometimes easy to "fudge" because of physical constraints in the dome, but I believe we have a re~;pcmSl
bility as purveyors of astronomy knowledge to
eral public. Think about it!
I go to a lot of extra effort and time to make sure
what I depict on the dome and what is said in a show
is absolutely accurate ... do you?
Garry F. Beckstrom
Robert T. Longway Planetarium
Flint, Michigan
*****

Jeanne Bishop made some important points in her
article about accuracy; I'm sure many of us would
guilty to some of her examples of inaccurate "n1",:>can!-~>_
tions. Just as important, however is the issue of how
we receive accurate information and how to use it in a
timely manner.
I

As director of a small
I have a limited budget.
I feel so
that up-to-date and
accurate information is necessary to my pn)gr'arrlming
that I
almost $200 annually on magazine
scriptions. They include Sky and Telescope, Science
News, Aviation Week and Space Technology, and several others. Between these and various other sources, it
is possible to
a broad view of current astronomy and
space science, as well as very current
on
astronomical happenings. This information is then
used to update
programs, suggest new show
topics, and answer questions from the public and the
media. There is no substitute for current, broad- based
information.
Of course, this information is useless unless disseminated to the audience in a
and
manner, and here is where it is so easy to get !-1"11"'"n':'';
Let me give you an example. Recently, an
in
and Telescope described findings that the Milky Way
and other galaxies may not harbor massive black holes
at their cores. Many planetaria have undoubtedly presented the spectre of a huge black hole swallowing
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stars at the center of our galaxy, accompanied by spectacular visuals and ominous music. So where does this
new information put us? We could just ignore the new
study and hope no one sees it; maybe it will be proven
incorrect. We could say that the old black hole theory
has been supplanted by a new theory. Perhaps the best
policy, though, is to use the new theory as a jumpingoff point for discussing the suspected new culprit, a pulsar, stressing that this is a possibility raised by new
data, but which is yet to be confirmed.
New information and theories can also provide the
public with insights on how science and the Scientific
Method work. However we must be careful not to
leave the impression that science is a chaotic conflict
of ideas that are constantly battling each other for
ascendancy. Instead, it should be shown that science
tries to paint a grand portrait of our universe, and that
new brush strokes are added to help comof the unfinished
At
with the

tion or impression to the viewer and is as unamlbi~~()Us
as we can make it. In many cases we
remind the viewer that what we are showing is
sentational, not the real thing. Consequently, the
that our meteor shower projector
a meteor
of 10,000 plus per hour is no more
than
fact that we increase the diurnal rate by a
of a
1000 or so and the annual motion
100,ooo's. I
believe anyone would come to a
to learn
about planetary motion in real time. When it comes
terminology and hard data, there is no
that we
have an obligation to get it
Thomas Clarke

1

1\.c:curac:y is the trademark of

in
to achieve that
a constant
information from varied sources is absolutely
essential. Inaccurate or outdated information leads in
inaccurate
As they say in the land of
computers,
in, garbage out".
Greg Rawlings
Sunrise Planetarium
Sunrise Children's Museum
Charleston, West Virginia 25314

ence.
carelessness
ha ve you ever
One of our technicians IS
there is no
pole of the
We consider ourselves to be science eO'UC(;ltors
have chosen to communicate ast:rO]l1Olmv
public
the medium of
We even

*****

wfw{e fiearted{y witfi
tfiat
need to be accu .
rate .... witfi tfie proviso tfiat we
recognize that we are invo{vetf in
cases with simufation. .... I
anyone wou{tf come
to a
to {earn about
pfanetary nwtion in rear time.
I would like to comment on the general issue raised by
Jeanne Bishop's paper. I agree whole heartedly with
the premise that we need to be accurate in what we
present with the proviso that we recognize that we are
involved in many cases with simulation. We need to be
sure that our simulation conveys the correct informa-
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to see-

running in reverse.
mechanics of eclipses,

to care if diurnal motion
you want to demonstrate
won't be able to do it with a
1989

Sun-Earth-Moon diagram that has distances and sizes
all in proper scale. The important question here is,
what point are you trying to make?

Usually this state can be attained simply
and being interested in the questions, ideas and
ions of others. All too often I have found
v ... ~,
people" so caught up in their special
they project an "I know something you
This attitude is similar to the smug
one can sometimes experience from resort
nel on vacation. In my opinion the larger the
tion the more likely this attitude is to exist.
volunteer program is a good sign that this situation
does not exist. The very
of volunteers
keep this bad attitude from arising.
IVV'........

Certainly, we need to be careful about our basic factsthat the Earth rotates (oops!), er, revolves about the
sun, or that the moon rotates at all. We should try to
avoid putting slides in backwards, and lighting angles
on all objects should match reasonably wen. But how
much dramatic impact does an absolutely silent "Big
Bang" have? Do we need to stop and tell our audiences
that twenty billion years ago, there was no atmosphere to carry the sound, no orchestra, or no Mark
Petersen? How many of us find ourselves trying to
think up ways of putting more movement and dynamism into a presentation, of not just running a slide show?

how much dramatic impact
does an a6so(ute(y si(ent "'.Big
tBang" have?
Yes, we need to be accurate, and it's important that
be correct. Where we're not sure of
the facts we
the facts, we should
so, but we also have to accept
that some
of artistic license and "'.-,..."" ................. .
with respect to the
to make is neceswhere the
experience of the
tarium is concerned.
Bing F.

Assistant Chairman
Morrison Planetarium
San Francisco California 94118
'LI'UlHL',.,..

n'l"C7!l1Tll'7!:II_

One member indicated that they had no volunteers
at her planetarium, because
staff handled
thing. That is certainly
interesting to note that the ~mllth.S01Ua]1..
Federal Government makes substantial use of .. ' n ........ _
teers.

institution
volunteer is
asked to contribute from his area of Int:en~st.
soon feel
of the team and be
other
as well.

V ........ Ul.::'JlUJI

J.
FPO San

*****
In response to the December '88 FORUM on Volunteers:
Dear Ms.

USS MISSOURI
California

*****
note: a t a recent
an informal ....
x:nv ...
&'"... ......

recent FORUM column in
tarian of December '88, I
that as one of the
n1"r'h~hl.o
of volunteer IPS members I
of view to this interest'irlr'lI1111l!YII"l."r

to see the letter from
" Jon
since I think his positive
volunteers
shows in his letter .
.......-"~.t11·Ha attitude on the
of administrators
and
is what really counts and sets the tone. If
the leadership is experiencing problems with volunteers, the likelihood of problems with the public and/
or customers increases.
ur::IT1Tl,Dn

"'.-. ...'\1"''''' ................

I cannot address the motivation of school age volunteers, but many adults are interested in feeling needed.

If
0 r t1 U;:.!lI
a large or small facility,
your
are ha1~ah .. Y
all of
To participate in the September FORUM UU)CUSSlon
direct your comments to Lonny Baker
10.
a
O"I"C>A
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Conducted by: Mark Sonntag
Department of Physics
Angelo State University
San Angelo, Texas 76909

IAU Colloquium 105: The Teaching
Some Personal N
Mary Kay Hemenway
University of Texas at Austin
Astronomy Department
Austin, Texas 78712
July 1988, saw a first in astronomy education; the
first International Astronomical Colloquium devoted
entirely to liThe Teaching of Astronomy." Over 130
participants from 30 countries shared ideas for teaching astronomy, from formal courses for astronomy
majors to public outreach. The local organizing committee, headed by Jay Pasachoff, arranged a fun four day
program at Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts. These notes will list some of the highlights;
the conference proceedings are being prepared by Jay
Pasachoff and John
for publication later this
year
University Press.

heated discussion on the joys and/ or sorrows of
a book. Most of the authors admitted that ............ UA"Ft
with the
was often the most difficult
.n,n
of the process. Author R. Robert Robbins has
a compilation of all
books DUDmsn(:~a
last three
and noted that a new
omy appeared
28 hours!

'ltA71""Ii-1-n,('lr

'II'V'iI'I"'t •

Over

tlej;tnrul1lg with the
liThe Training of Astronomers, Donat Wentzel compared various systems of
education throughout the world. Other speakers in
this session
the
in the United
India. Basically two
four
arts "'..."."" . . ,. . "'"....
with a
in astronomy; this is the system in
in the United States. The other (basically British
offers a three or four year
essentially all course work done in
astronomy; in this
the errlOrtaSilS
........ ',.·H"9·.,.,."". to
students make a career choice
at a earlier
and a lower
of students
attend university than in the
These
cultural differences affect the
courses offered at the college level.
C",~!t.C\1"'"

Courses are also affected
the textbooks available,
on the
the next topic of discussion. Following
and
history of astronomy textbooks by Owen
Norm Sperling, a panel of textbook authors got into a
32

re(IUe'ste~a

information
on what we would like to see OHJQtlCea
sets. Susan Tritton showed the
and lower levels.
Ohot()Q:f'aOhlC southern Schmidt
A"~.£UAFt .. ,• .:> of the collection

~ct· .. nl.... n.1n,..nl rn~lln.l~C

can
into
disru:ssed the vari""u:,,............rI from lecture to

GerrH Verschuur op~~ne~d
with a talk
centered on uThe
interviews
with many research astronomers, he found that astronbecause
and in order
omers do

this session were
lr1l"D'-~"'h
the
Astronomical ....n,"'.""ih.J
n ..

I-'lnHpj~nrl!nH

Vol.

" ..... £-.<"Ir ...'''''''''''''
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Introducing the Schneider Cinelux-AV 85..210mm motorized
zoom lens.
Our new Cinelux-AV motorized zoom can have some rather
special effects on your audiences, too.
Stampede a herd of buffalo their way. Hurl a baseball right at
their chins. Fire a barrage of missiles front row center. You'll see exactly
what we mean.
You can create truly eye-popping zoom effects. Choreograph
action you only dreamed about before. And it's so easy to do.
The Cinelux-AV also makes lateral motion possible. And increases
your visual depth dramatically. You can even zoom multiple objectson separate projectors-in opposite directions at different rates. Fantastic!
The Cinelux-AV motorized zoom is fully programmable using
standard dissolve and control equipment. You can zoom in as fast as 3.8
seconds. Or gradually to build effect. Stop the zoom any time. Reverse it.
Or zoom several lenses together in register or slightly out. The possibilities
are incredible, as will be your show.
And here's something that will really widen your eyes. The
Cinelux-AV makes creating zoom effects more cost-effective. Compared to
all the money you could spend on expensive stand-camera photography
and multiple slides, it's a steal.
So move your slide shows to a new realm of performance and
entertainment. Make the Schneider Cinelux-AV motorized zoom .lens part
of your repertoire. It'll help keep your audiences
on the edge of their seats. Instead of on the
edge of consciousness.
For more information or a
no-obligation demonstration, call
Schneider today. Well open your
eyes to a whole new world of
mUlti-image projection. Schneider
Corporation of America, 400
Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury,
New York 11797. (516) 496-8500.

~S£hneider
- . KREUZNACH
SHOOT FOR THE BEST

Introducing
Schneider
zoom lens.
Our new Cinelux-AV motorized zoom can have some
special effects on your audiences, too.
Stampede a herd of buffalo their way. Hurl a baseball
their chins. Fire a barrage of missiles front row center. You'll see r.",r",-.."ti,
what we mean.
You can create truly eye-popping zoom effects.
action you only dreamed about before. And it's so easy to
The Cinelux-AV also makes lateral motion possible.
your visual depth dramatically. You can even zoom multiple ,-,.n,,,-.r-.Tn
on separate projectors-in opposite directions at different rates. L""' .....+n("'-t',...V
The Cinelux-AV motorized zoom is fully programmable
standard dissolve and control equipment. You can zoom in as
seconds. Or gradually to build effect. Stop the zoom any time.
Or zoom several lenses together in register or slightly out.
are incredible, as will be your show.
And here's something that will really widen your
Cinelux-AV makes creating zoom effects more cost-effective.
all the money you could spend on expensive stand-camera
and multiple slides, it's a steal.
So move your slide shows to a new realm of
entertainment. Make the Schneider Cinelux-AV motorized zoom
of your repertoire. It'll help keep your audiences
on the edge of their seats. Instead of on the
edge of consciousness.
For more information or a
no-obligation demonstration, call
Schneider today. Weill open your
eyes to a whole new world of
mUlti-image projection. Schneider
Corporation of America, 400
Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury,
New York 11797. (516) 496-8500.
""1""\,,",,,/"1"'\,,....,,,",

S£hneider
KREUZN
SHOOT FOR THE BEST

Reviewed
These two books are,
both come with

\1-1 ................ '

have existed in their
but we'll soon see

J'-~,~<"A'tlll'C

to review either
I would have written

Mechanics has been a ""' ..'"'"...,"n''' .... ~
book for almost 30
well into next """... ~.,.""'"
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tioned; perhaps they are still rare in England. There is
a chapter on observing variable stars, but photometers
are dismissed in half a sentence. The authors devote
another chapter to describing solar eclipses they have
seen, but include only a very short list (and no map) of
coming eclipses. The short section on personal computer
astronomy programs reveals that the authors are only
barely aware that good programs exist or that they
might be both fun and useful. I had the overall impression that most of the book could have been written in
1960.
Still, a lot is covered, and most of it quite well. The
beginning amateur will find more than enough to
digest, and will get many good ideas for observing projects. The advanced amateur will find less of interest.
The production standards are high, and the book
should find its way into many museum gift shops.
Planetariums are not mentioned-a curious omission
that suggests that the authors do not think that planetariums have much to offer people whose hobby is
watching the sky. I'd like to think that we have many
services to offer, but maybe the authors are telling us
something.

Interstellar Matters, GerrH L. Verschuur,
Springer-Verlag, 1989. $29.95.

Reviewed by John Mosley
Would everyone who has produced a Dh:in€~ta)~iUlm
show on interstellar matter please raise your hand? I
so. Neither have 1. Yet GerrH Verschuur
after ,.."" . . ,........,. . .

which is not yet clear. Gerrit writes in the first
when he shares stories of his own parti4:t[Jlation
quest to understand the stuff between the stars.
I appreciate Gerrit's comments on the
between professional research astronomers
teurs and planetarians, and how astronomy is communicated to the public. As a former planetarium director, Gerrit has seen it from both sides, and his
appraisal is realistic. Professionals are isolated from
the public, probably largely by choice, and it faUs to
us planetarians to interpret their discoveries to the
rest of the world. We can thank Gerrit for helplfll2:
bridge the gap.
Non-technical and without formulae,

Matters is a good choice for a favorite armchair or to
take on vacation. It's a good read.

The Supernova Story, Laurence A. Marschall, Plenum Press, New
1988. $22.95.
Reviewed

296 pp,

Jordan D. Marche II

science book is well
In The . .
author
we are given a very
and
exploding stars by a talented scientist
writer.
and director
Marschall, who is Professor of
the Gettysburg
is also one
"us."
11'D'I'o'I"HI"I'I'U7

more
he writes about how science is done. The
•• ~1',.,."'.t-'" and Astronomical DisA"",,,"',,.;i..-..4-;;,... .... of the
of the
to tell
Note that "'matters" in the title is

The book has heroes. Ed ward Emerson Barnard is
and we learn how he first suspected that the
dark "holes" in the
that he
be CICmGIS
and
solutions. A host of more
recent astronomers
as we trace the enrollment of
our . . . A.'....... " .....'''-A ..''''AA''F'. of interstellar matter
the
20th
to the
and in to the
The
is on how astronomers
with successes and
and
of humans struggling to ..
sonal
VV,;JI.:>lIVAOC

"..ri"",..",t-",,...,rl

It wouldn't be suitable
contents of this excellent
• ....".,..........;1."' ........... is discussed there. I"..",i-..,.",A
AU"..... AF.''' .. ..,. that make the work on,in"<,,,,kll ...
The human side of astronomical
research is nowhere better
than in the
and Walter
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Baade. Yet, their brief 1934 paper "On Super-novae"
was in Zwicky's words [forty years later] "one of the
most concise triple predictions ever made in science."
At the time, however, it was "just one more crazy
idea."
In exploring the cause of Type II supernovae, Marschall uses the analogy of the 'super-elastic bounce' to
explain why the outer layers of the star may be ejected
so violently. He has even produced a simple but effective lecture demonstration which makes this point
clear to anyone. However, I feel that one aspect of the
star's core collapse, "neutrino reheating" (p.134), was
glossed over too quickly. No explanation is given for
where these "thermal neutrinos" (as opposed to neutronization neutrinos) come from.
The Crab Nebula has certainly played a large role in
the development of astrophysical thinking. The painfully slow recognition of it being a supernova remnant,
and the understanding of its powerhouse in the form of
a spinning neutron star (pulsar) are especially wen

told. From the trail of evidence leading toward
one
wonders why it took astronomers so long to make the
final, elusive connection.
comFinally, we can enjoy the story of SN
plete with its odd twists and turns, as a chronicle of
how major scientific endeavors are conducted
It
stands as testimony to the power of o-t'Oirtlnoinformation (and interpretation) out
availwe
able data (in the form of photons). It is as close
have ever come to putting a star in a
case, and
giving it the most intense
This is probably the best and most UD-to·-oa
reference on the subject today, and
mended reading. Dr. Marschall's writing ::I('tHt'O'~Tt'OQ.
uniform level of technical description-explain complex phenomena without hal'v'\1"'...... ...,'n
gon." It is a model that many of us should ....
Anyone who produces a
show on this
will find The Supernova
o
erence.
u., .............. .

are used in
throughout the world
With their unique ability to convert
instantly from a Heliocentric to a
Geocentric display,
planetariums with
educational value.
, colorful
planetari~~
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Script S

ti n

conducted by: Jordan D. Marche II, Planetarium
Franklin & Marshall College
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604

Our second-prize winner in the Eugenides Foundation
Script Contest is John Mosley's entry, On Other Worlds
with 'Weatherman.' Perhaps many of us have already
used a local television forcaster in a planetarium show
segment, because of the familiarity and popularity of
that person's character with our audiences. John has
extended this idea and used it as the connecting theme

for a look at the diverse weather systems on
worlds. Through the proper use of entertainment, he
takes what could otherwise be a 'dry' subject, and turns
it into a lively review that audiences can
directly to. And that should be one of our prime
lives when preparing any planetarium show.

On Other Worlds With

eat

"

John Mosley
Griffith Observatory
2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027

The idea for this show was not mine. Dr. George
Fischbeck, the local ABC-TV Weatherman and a popular Los Angeles celebrity, approached us with the
idea of cooperating to produce a planetarium show
about weather on the planets. Dr. George (as he is
affectionately known) is an earth scientist who has
always had an interest in presenting science to the public, and a planetarium show had long been on his mind.
We were only too glad to cooperate, and the script you
see here is our planetarium show version of that effort.
The original title of our show was NOn Other WorIds
With Dr. George."
I like the show for several reasons. First, it provides
the human touch that is so important to presenting
abstract concepts. Dr. George comes across as an individual whose personality shines through. He shares
his feelings and his sense of what is important. He
provides needed perspective. Second, he does not take
himself too seriously, and his sense of humor nicely
balances the substantial amount of hard science we
present. He keeps the audience from getting tired.
Third, he gives a second perspective to the show who
contrasts with (while complementing) our Observatory
narrator. And lastly, using a well-known local recognizable personality only helps with publicity.
I should mention that, except for taped audio and
40

video segments, Griffith's shows are
live
a skilled narrator, or lecturer. This may seem
fashioned, but I wonder. We feel that
have
plenty of exposure to canned entertainment ext)erJiences
and that they appreciate hearing
for a
change. More importantly, we also feel
voices provide a sense of
and sp<)nt,anE~1tv
is lacking in too
this
show is a
between a live narrator and a local
celebrity

scriptwriters.
Dr. George appears both on audio
and video
tape. We incorporate video
into our shows but
limit their length to a few minutes at a time.
and
have plenty of
to see video at
we like to offer
something different. Institutions
lacking video could
this show
audio
(or perhaps substitute 16mm film for
This script was partially rewritten to eliIninate references that are specific to Los Angeles and to Dr.
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George. In our version, for example, Dr. George does not
hold a small telescope when introducing the moon; he
stands in front of our 12-inch Zeiss refractor; also, our
panorama (last page) shows Los Angeles as it would
appear were sea level to rise by 300 feet. You should
customize the show to emphasize your own location
and the personality of your own weatherman. Such customization is an important part of the show, but it
doesn't translate directly from city to city and personality to personality.

Audio and visual cues are listed in the left .... v,.............,
the text is in the right.
People who want to hear what the show sounds like
when presented live at Griffith can send a blank 120minute cassette and return postage for a taped

On Other Worlds with J'Weatherman"
dome lights begin to
fade
thunderstorm with
lightning & clouds

[Thunderstorm without narration]

rainbow
NARRATOR
What is it about our atmosphere that makes possible such a
as a thunderstorm? '" and
the rainbow that often follows. Is such a beautiful display unique to our world? What is the weather
like on other worlds-on Venus and Mars, for example? And how does their weather
to
ours? Today we'll answer those questions as we experience alien weather first-hand.
see that
many of the conditions we'll face are so alien that the term "weather"
ed, we'd perish in an instant.
"Weatherman" stills

Never fear. We'll be guided today by none other than "Weatherman." You know him best as the
weatherman (station xxxx) on TV, but he's more than that. He's been a scientist and teacher for
many years. "Weatherman" will guide us around the
doing
and demonstrations to show us what makes each planet unusual and
He may also give us a weather
report or two from some pretty strange places.

earth

First, let's tackle a world we're all familiar with-ours. The earth is so interesting because it has
weather-not all planets do. Sometimes our weather gets out of hand and when it does, that's a
for "Weatherman." "Weatherman," would you give us an idea of just how crazy our weather can
get?
#WEA THERMAN"

audio & visuals

That would be my pleasure. Let's look at the earth's weather extremes.
series of 5 paintings
to match

The hottest spot in the U. S. is Death Valley, where the mercury has hit 134°. Libya, the hottest
on earth, has seen it go two degrees higher.
The Soviet research station at Vostok, Antarctica, has bottomed out at 1270 below zero. Ouch! That's
251 degrees colder than Death Valley.
The wettest place on earth is Mount Waialeale, Hawaii, with an average annual rainfall of 460
inches. That's over 38 feet of water each year. The hardest downpour on record was in the sleepy
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town of Barst, Guadelupe, when 1 Yz inches of rain fell in just one minute. If that had continued,
they'd have been under 7 feet of water one hour later.
That's hard for us to imagine, but it would be even harder to imagine for the
Chile's Atacama Desert. It hasn't rained there in over 400 years.
HnJW'niltHL Montana, the
from a cool 44 0 to a
I wonder if their weatherman
believed him. The .. n'U"TlI'-'''''''
record hit
South
when the mercury rose from 4° below
zero-in
two minutes! Even my microwave doesn't
that fast!

If we think that's

on other worlds

worse.

VENUS WEATHERMAN

Venusian weatherman
cartoon

900° with the
low
900°;
constant at two thousand seven hundred

' - U , U U J. . . u",

MARTIAN WEATHERMAN
Martian weatherman
cartoon

lunar weatherman
cartoon

This mo,mJmg
reach

LUNAR WEATHERMAN
another long, cloudless, sunny
on the moon. Lows this
eXl,ected to reach 220 above. The cosmic radiation index is
In the long range
we can
meteor sh()wlers

comet weatherman
cartoon

to take your
at the end of the month

HALLEY'S COMET WEATHERMAN
That strange bright thing is called the sun, and we don't see it too often around here. It's
closer and things are starting to heat up. The air, which has been
frozen solid for a
is
starting to thaw, and it's shooting up out of the
in high
small children away
from those jets! The atmosphere will be around
a short
but in the meantime we'll
have to get used to it. Look for warmer days with increasing douds ...

NARRATOR
rotating earth

And so the earth does not have the strangest weather in the solar
by a
"Weatherman"'s help, we'll see some pretty strange things on the other planets.

shot. With

Let's start by taking a good look at our own atmosphere.
The most common thing we see in the air is douds. Clouds can take on an exltra()rdlin;aI
shapes-they can be truly beautiful.
many clouds (superslides) with audio

[The audience sees many visuals of beautiful clouds to music but without narration.]

There are rarer, more sublime atmospheric sights that are caused
water in the air. The most familiar of these is the rainbow.
rainbow

of

droplet replaces
prism

sun halo
sundog

similar thing happens when sunlight goes through a water droplet of the right size. The light is bent
as it goes in, is reflected off the back of the droplet, and comes back out broken into its component
colors. You see a rainbow.
Ice crystals in the upper atmosphere break up light in a similar way and create beautiful rings in the
sky. If the ice crystals are short and thick, they create a halo around the sun or moon. If the ice
tals are flat, they create a sundog or moondog-a bright concentration of light at the same elE~vatlo,n
as the sun or moon and 220 from it. Sometimes the sundogs are almost as bright as the sun
and then they're called "mock suns."

Arctic sundog (pan)

The best place to see sundogs is from the Arctic-the land of the midnight sun.
dogs can ring the horizon in a sight you'll never see from back home.

aurora borealis
audio begins & builds

There's something else you can often see in the Arctic that you'n rarely see from as far south as we
are. That's the northern lights, or the aurora borealis. As we understand it, the aurora
when
atomic particles are blown off of the sun. They hit electrons that
orbit the
as our
Van Allen Radiation Belts, and they knock these electrons out of orbit. The
smash into the
air molecules high above our
where the air is so thin it's almost a vacuum, and the air
like a fluorescent tube. The
curtains and
as the atomic
the sun blows
the radiation
This can
the space shuttle orbits
inside the aurora.

stars on dim

ml.llhple sun-

[Narrator remains silent until conclusion of display.}
blue dome up
aurora fades
stars off

And so there are wonderful

ha!DPlemmz in our air. It pays to

lOOKU1lg up.

The most obvious thing about our air is so obvious that we don't even think about it. But kid's
It's one of those questions grown-ups
love to be asked:
"Weatherman" video
CHILD
Why is the sky

"Weatherman"?
IIWEA THERMAN"

... I'm

you asked that.

Good question! I think I can ...""IVAII........
White sunlight is made up of all the colors of the
from blue tm'oulgh
and red. When
goes through the
the air molecules and dust palrticles
waves in all different
The red and
light is scattered more than the other colors.
off the air is blue.
Now let me ask you a question. Do you know why sunsets are red?
CHILD
No.
I4WEA THERMAN"

Well, it's for the same reason. When the sun is low in the sky, the light that reaches our eyes has
traveled a long way through the atmosphere, and almost all the blue light is scattered away. What is
left is red. The more dust in the air, the redder the sunset. You should see a sunset after a. grass fire
or forest fire. Then it is really red.
Would you like to see a sunset?
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CHILD
Yeah!
"WEA THERMAN"
I'll ask my good friend at the control console if that can be arranged. Can you do it?
NARRATOR
My pleasure. The sunset is one of the grandest sights in nature, and like the others, it's free. No
other planet has sunsets like ours.
Day & Night city pans
sunset colors
moon, planets, stars
on dim
blues to low

[Cue panoramas and sunset effects. Resume speaking with the night panorama and the blues on
low to simulate a typical city night sky.1

On a dear night in our town you can see perhaps two dozen stars, and that's about it. The

isn't the smog because on many nights there's no smog at all. The
many lights in this city of ours that they light up the sky at night
time, and they bathe us in perpetual twilight.

is the

cities.

It wasn't always like this. Before electric lights, the sky was dark at night from even the
All that has changed, now, and from most urban areas the Milky Way is a dim memory.
N. America at night
World at night

pan fades
blues fade
stars up full

Now large parts of the world never experience true darkness, and for many
who grow up and
stay in the cities, the once-common dark night sky is as remote as the Sahara
But it is accessible, and today if you go camping away from town, where there are no
you can still see the
as it was meant to be seen.

[Narrator is silent while sky grows black and audio builds1
"WEA THERMAN"
a thousand

To paraphrase the poet Emerson, if the stars should
people would anticipate and remember their
NARRATOR
nature.

Yes, a black
brightly lit cities, we've lost our view of the

in

When we look into the night sky, we see so many stars ...
constellation figures
with audio

[Narrator points out constellations, bright stars, and planets in a traditional constellation zaennrlCtltion using constellation figures.1

Venus

[Conclude the star talk by mentioning that when we look at the stars we are seeing balls of incandescent gas like our sun, and the term weather " hardly applies. But you can often see a planet in the
evening or morning sky, and then its called the "evening star" or "morning star." It's the closest
planet to the earth, and it has weather. That planet is Venus.]
II

Venus is so brilliant because it's permanently covered with a thick layer of clouds. Those clouds,
however, are deadly-they're totally unlike the fluffy things we're used to on earth. And they've
completely altered the environment of Venus.
If we could descend through the atmosphere, we'd find a world very different from our own.
"Weatherman" will guide the way.

"WEA THERMAN"
1st clouds
stars off
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Look out below!
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As we drop towards the surface, the first thing we'll notice is a haze of ice crystals about 90 miles
high. It's pretty cold up here, as it is on the earth at the same height, and the winds are a terrific 220
miles per hour. Our spacecraft heat shield is beginning to glow, and we're slowing down.
2nd clouds

3rd clouds

Venera pan

At 4{) miles up we plunge into a thick layer of haze, but there's no water vapor here. These douds are
made of droplets of concentrated sulfuric acid! The droplets fall as acid rain-real acid rain-but
they descend they get warmer, evaporate, and rise again as vapor. There's a continuous drizzle of
sulfuric acid on Venus, but it never reaches the ground.
Closer to the ground, it gets warmer, the winds die down, and we pass through a series of monotonous sulfur-colored bands of haze. Lower still and we break through the haze layer. The air from
here to the ground is clear, but it's so thick we can't see through it. The sky is murky, like a
overcast day back on earth, and has a gloomy reddish cast to it.
By the time we reach the surface, the air pressure is 90 times higher than on earth-high enough to
crush a submarine-and the temperature is an incredible 900 0 Fahrenheit. It's like being at the bottom of an ocean of hot acidic gas. And it's the same from pole to pole, day after day.

NARRATOR
The atmosphere of Venus is so hostile that the first Soviet craft that tried to land there were crushed
and burned while still miles above the surface. Later spacecraft were dropped from orbit without a
parachute, but the air slowed them down so they landed gently and survived. The Soviet SP;:lcecraft
photographed a barren, rocky surface.

IIWEA THERMAN"
sliced diamond

cartoon: countries list
without Venus

By the way, but there's a good story about the little windows on the American
that landed
on Venus ten years ago. The air is so corrosive that the windows had to be made of sliced diamond!
and the tax
NASA paid a heavy customs duty when they brought the diamonds into the
would be refunded only if the diamonds were exported again to another country.
Venus wasn't
on the list! NASA couldn't get a refund until a court ruled that, for customs purposes, Venus is
indeed a foreign country.

NARRATOR
There's a 13-carat diamond and some smaller ones just sitting on Venus.
Venus as swamp;
Man from Venus

900 0 thermometer

spotlight on Narrator
-holds up can soda

spotlight off

Thirty years ago we knew almost nothing about Venus. We "V'':;'l...UllQ.I.O;;:I..I. that it
be covered
swamps filled with primitive reptiles, and some people with
active imaginations even wondered if there might be people there.
Then spacecraft arrived, and we began to find out what it's really like. The
how hot the planet is-it's hot enough to melt lead. It's so hot not because
but because the atmosphere is made of carbon dioxide.
Here's some carbon dioxide. If I shake this can and then
know what'n happen. A
come fizzing out an it'll make a royal mess. That gas is
dic)Xl,de, and its under pressure
this can. You also breathe out carbon dioxide every time you exhale.
The atmosphere of Venus is almost pure carbon dU)X1lde,
what we call the "greenhouse effect." You're familiar with the
car parked in the sun on a warm day.

grE~nhOlllse

left your

"Weatherman"-would you explain how it works?

IIWEA THERMAN"
video of "Weatherman" in car

Where I'm sitting it's very warm. It may be only 80 degrees outside, but in here it's 130!
It's hot in here because some of the light that gets in is changed to heat, but that heat can't get back
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out. Think of sunlight as
Ultraviolet light is bluer than
can't see it, but it
light is redder than red and we can't see it either, but we
the colors we can see. When light hits the windows of
ultraviolet and infrared light are stopped by the
some of it is changed to infrared light. That intra]~ed
couldn't
in in the first
it doesn't go H""n1',,~h
up inside the car and it
hot inside.
grow
in
climates.
also why you should never leave children or
inside a car while you go shopping.

(Venus ret)la~2eS
weatherman in
video)

On Venus, the carbon dioxide in the atn10s,phere
the visible
is
to
but
infrared can't
to incredible levels. The air is so thick that
ternp,eraltUlre is the same """,o.... ,'u'lhol·C>

NARRATOR
So Venus is hot because of the carbon dioxide in its

atlnoSPJt1e]~e

on Venus would hold few

With so little ........... ,,.....,, a weather
thing like this:

not because it's

to

cl11"nri<:::c>c

"WEA THERMAN"
"Weatherman" in
TV studio

It's hot and
while in the mountains

will reach 900°, In the desert
900°, The
near 900.

ANCHOR
Now wait a minute, "Weatherman"! You've been
of your
is
the same. Enough's efliOUl~n!

You

he's right. But I don't make up the weather-I

it.

NARRATOR
Thank you, "Weatherman." With no
probably unemployed!
Venus pan with
clouds

in the weather most of the weathermen on

So what would a sunset look like on such a
First, from Venus you can never see the sun or stars. The haze
are so thick that SUl,Ullt!;m:
down as a sort of diffuse glow, like an overcast
on
but you can't tell where the
ing from.
Venus takes 243 earth-days to
once on its axis. For some reason
we
don't understand, Venus spins very slowly and one of its
lasts about 8 of our months. That
means that the sunrises and sunsets are awfully slow.
for another reason we don't lln,('1C>l',"1''''~nr1
Venus
backwards. The sun rises in the west and sets in the east.

pan & clouds
fade to low

So a Venus sunset would not draw a crowd. Week after week the
would
grayer, but the colors wouldn't
and you wouldn't even know in what duectllon
it would
no moon or stars would appear to
on Venus.

closer to home that's a total contrast to Venus. It too has
doesn't
have weather as we
think of it does
never been visited until 20 years ago.
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audio flourish
Apollo 11 pan
earth & sun in sky

IIWEA THERMAN"
As I watched the first astronauts walk on the moon, I was struck by the utter loneliness of the scene.
"Magnificent desolation," they said, and it is. There is very little color, no movement, and no life. But
still-it has its own stark beauty.
There are no stars in the sky. I had always wondered about that. You should see stars during the
time on the moon, I reasoned, because there's no air and the sky is perfectly black. But I hadn't
thought about sunlight reflecting off the surface. The glare off the rocks makes it impossible to see
stars during the daytime unless you shield your eyes from the ground. Then you can see stars.
I noticed how black the shadows are. That I'd expected. On earth, air diffuses the shadows and the
light from the bright sky fills them in, but here with no air the shadows are as black as black can be.
The astronauts reported that they had to be careful where they stepped when they walked into a
shadow.
Of course, for me the most impressive thing of all is the beautiful little blue-green earth just sitting

so far away in that black sky, wrapped. in bright white clouds. It's quite a sight for an old weatherman.
NARRATOR
future observatory pan

Because the sky is black "24 hours a day," the moon would be a great place for an astronomical
observatory, and for years people have suggested putting one there. It makes a lot of sense-from
within a dark observatory dome that shields you from the glare of sunlight, you could observe the
stars around the clock-and clouds would never get in the way. Someday this where all the major
observatories might be.
With no air molecules to scatter the sunlight and no clouds, you might think that a sunset on the
moon would be pretty unexciting, and that is correct. The moon takes about 28 days to turn once on
its axis, so a day there lasts 14 earth days and a sunset is a pretty drawn-out affair. The sun slowly
moves towards the horizon and eventually disappears. That's it-there's no color, no clouds-no
fanfare.
No one has yet seen a sunset from the moon, but people have seen sunsets on the moon from the
earth. You can, too, if you have a small telescope. "Weatherman", would you explain?

video: "weatherman
holding small 'scope

IIWEA THERMAN"
You can see the moon surprisingly well through even a small telescope like this. Through a telescope you can see craters, dark lava seas, mountains, and shadows.

video of time-lapse
telescopic sunrise

There's no air to blur their edges, so the shadows stretch an the way to the far horizon. As the sun
rises, the shadows grow shorter. In this time lapse view, days go by in seconds, and you can actually
watch the shadows grow shorter and disappear as the sun rises.

lunar sunrises (stills)

It's always sunrise somewhere on the moon, and any clear night that the moon is out you can watch
a sunrise frozen in motion.
NARRATOR

romantic pictures of
moon

The moon is the symbol of romance. [pause for audio1
The moon has inspired music, art and poetry, but the romance diminishes once you get there. No
one is ever going to travel to the moon just to watch a sunset. And the moon is typical of all those
many worlds that have no atmosphere.
It turns out that there is only one other planet in our entire solar system that has a sunset even
remotely comparable to earth's. Can you guess which? [Pause; then cue Mars zoom.]

Mars (zoom)

Mars is the most earth-like of all the planets, but even so it's not very pleasant. It's farther from the
sun than the earth and so it's colder, and it's smaller than the earth so its gravity can not hold on to
much air. It's basically a cold, barren, rock-strewn desert.
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4IWEA THERMAN"
romantic posters etc.
of Mars

When I was young, Mars looked more hopeful. We th()Us~nt there was encm~;h air to make the
perature hospitable, and we thought there might be life. read all those science fiction stories
afternoon. You could grow up in
Mars and watched the Flash Gordon series every
days believing that there really were Martians.

Lowell portrait
Lowell's Mars pan

The original champion of Mars as the abode of life was Percival
an unconventional ",,,,,,.rru,,">_
mer who lived around the turn of the century. This is his COJnCE~pt of what he
Mars was
He thought he saw long, straight canals through his
there
Hans who were engineering geniuses. Lowell knew that Mars was a
any lakes or oceans, so he visualized Mars as an old world that was
Martians had built a
of canals to distribute their n1"~'''''lr'l1<;!
needed. Lowell had a
and his
of Mars a
inations of people everywhere.

Lowell's globes

It was a romantic image, and it sure would have been nice if Mars

Lowen's vision. Alas, such is the truth of hard
this is what it found.

When the

NARRATOR
Viking pan
illusions. There

Mars is a barren rocky desert. Lowell's canals were
there never have been, and there won't be until we
century. There are young children alive today who
they'll be the Martians.

cartoon O;:hr~UT1lnO"
pressures

live

Mars has a thin atmosphere
of carbon
gas that
the atmosphere of Venus. Mars,
little of it. The barometric pressure is
one-half of one percent of the pressure at
surface of the
the
sure at 100,000 feet, or 20 miles. You couldn't live on Mars without a sp'lceSUlt.
Because the air is so thin, it's cold on Mars. "Weatherman" will tell

how cold.

"WEA THERMAN"
video: "weatherman"
in lab coat

It's real cold. On
the temperature drops when the sun sets. It
be 90°
noon on earth, but in the wee hours of the morning it
to 60 or so.
When it's humid, the temperature doesn't drop
the air holds the heat. Dry, thin air can hold less heat.

the

because the humidit:y

as much at

and it doesn't have much air. So, at
goes
Mars has virtually no water in its
way down. It might hit 20° or so on a sunny afternoon afternoon at the
the
mercury falls to a frigid 180° below zero! And that's in the summer! In
winter, temperatures
as low as 230° below zero. That is so cold that if you
it would do this.

[Pulls banana (frozen with dry ice) out of box and shatters it with
The message is dear: don't leave your fruit outside rnr.o.. ""icyl,f- if
on Mars.

ht:l"tiI'111H."."

a Martian. That's how cold it is

NARRATOR
It's cold on Mars because the air is thin, not because Mars is

from the sun.

early Bonestell Mars
later Bonestell Mars
Viking photo

about his Martians. But we didn't know. Years
and a blue
When we realized how little air
blue. Then we went there and found that it's
The pink color comes from suspended dust
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n~·rhr'liOc

th()U~~ht

so enthusiastic
Mars had a substantial atInoSpJhCl"e
would

Have you noticed how dean

after

red sky glow

it rains? It never rains on Mars, so the dust kicked up by desert sandstorms never completely settles
out. The dust has a reddish color-that's why Mars is the Red Planet-and it gives the sky a pink
color.
The cameras aboard the Viking spacecraft photographed many martian sunsets, so we know what
they look like.

pan dims to low
sunset colors
sun (slew)

[Do not talk during the sunset.]

stars, tiny earth
Phobos (slow slew)

Mercury, Mars, and Pluto are the only three planets in the solar system, other than the earth, from
which you can see the stars. With the thin air and infrequent clouds, the martian sky should be a
beautiful sight.
[Note that the martian constellations are the same that we see from earth.}

point out if necessary

point out

Future Martians might miss our familiar moon, but they'll have two of their own. Here's Phobos. It's
bigger and brighter than the other moon, Deimos, but it's tiny as moons go-it's about the size of
mountain. Because it orbits only four thousand miles above the surface, it looks half the size of
earth's moon and a fiftieth as bright. Phobos orbits around Mars in just 7Y2 hours. It rises, and then
sets only four hours later, and then rises again four hours after that. The other moon, Deimos, is
smaller and more distant, and it just looks like a very bright star.
Here's something else you'll never see from earth. Can you guess what it might be? [Pause.} It's the
earth. Just as Mars is a planet in our sky, the earth is a planet in the martian sky. As seen from
the earth is as bright as Jupiter is to us. The moon looks like a medium-bright star that sits right up
against the earth like a close double star. The moon orbits the earth each month, so Martians see
the moon first to the left of the earth and then to the right. Tonight, as seen from Mars, the earth and
moon are in [constellation}.

Venus, Mars,Earth;
all else fades
"graphs" under
Mars and earth;
flat graph under Venus
earth upright

earth tilted

As seen from earth, Mars is now in the morning sky where it rises at about xx:OO. We'll get a great
view of it late next summer. Then Mars will be the brightest object in the early evening sky. Mars
comes closer to earth this September than it has been since 1971, and then it'll be a grand sight.
[Substitue a description of where Mars is and will be when your show is presented.}
And so we've seen that the atmospheres of Venus and Mars are quite unlike the earth's and that,
consequently, they have weather that is unlike anything we'll ever experience here. On Venus, the
weather doesn't change from day to day; on the earth and Mars it does. It changes because we have
seasons. Seasons happen for astronomical reasons we can easily visualize and understand.
Basically, we have seasons because the earth is tilted on its axis. If the earth sat upright in its
the sun would always shine down on the equator. The equator would be hot, the poles would be
but things wouldn't change much from day to day or month to month. January would be like August.
Because the earth is tilted, the sun crosses high in the sky in summer, and low in the sky in winter.
The amount of heat we get from the sun changes from month to month.
Let's see how this looks from our own backyard.

Proj. daily & annual
motions synchronized to keep sun
on meridian

[Run the sky forward in daily motion, explaining what is happening, and bring up the sun. Mention
that on Venus the sky turns 243 times slower. Note where on the horizon the sun rises. Continue
rotating the sky until the sun is on the meridian, bring up the meridian, and note the sun's height.
Then run both daily and annual motions synchronized to keep the sun on the meridian. Run until
next spring or summer, pointing out how the sun's noontime elevation reaches a minimum on
December 22 and a maximum on June 20. When the sun is low, it's light is spread over a larger area
and the days are short: that's why it's cold in winter.}

And so the important point is that we have seasons because the earth is tilted.
How are seasons different on other planets?
Venus

Venus is tilted only 3 degrees, so it has no seasons. The weather probably wouldn't change from
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to day even if it 'Were tilted because the air is so thick. As it is, the poles are as hot as the eaua1tor
Mars

Mars, however, is tilted almost exactly the same as the earth. It has real seasons and dramatic seasonal effects. [Pause, and cue dust storm.]
"WEA THERMAN"

Mars pan with dust
storm
stars off

Oh, boy, here comes a martian dust storm.
I've heard about these storms all my life. It's so cold here that the air freezes out of the sky
the winter and sticks to the polar cap. Come spring and summer, the air evaporates again.
winds blow as about a quarter of the atmosphere wooshes to the opposite pole at almost the
of
sound. One huge dust storm gets kicked up along the way. Once it starts, it builds up until it covers
the entire planet, and you can even see it from earth. The dust doesn't settle out for weeks or
months. The air never clears completely. That's why the sky is pink.
NARRATOR

photos of growth of
1973 dust storm;
arrow overlay

Dust storms happen at the same time each martian year, so we can predict them in advance.
now on the northern hemisphere of Mars it's summer, and autumn begins on April 18, 1988. [Revise
dates for current apparition.] The winds build up when the South Polar Cap thaws during the summer. If there is going to be a global dust storm, it'll start near the time of the martian summer solstice on September 11, 1988. Here's a set of photographs taken few days apart during the buildup of
the dust storm in 1973. The arrow shows where the storm begins. It takes about three days to
going, the winds pour dust into the stratosphere for another ten days, and then it slowly clears
the next month or so. During a dust storm the planet looks pretty bland through a telescope.

stars on

So the seasonal changes do have a profound impact on Mars, just as they do on the earth.

earth seasons list

Now, the earth's seasons would be of equal length if our orbit were perfectly circular. It isn't, and our
seasons are of slightly different lengths. Summer is 4 V2 days longer than winter. Mars, with an orbit
that is more out-of-round, has seasons that of more unequal length. But the record for lop-sided seasons goes to comets.

Mars seasons list

evolving comet

Comets travel on orbits that take them very far from the sun and then very close. When they're
they're frozen solid. As they approach the sun, they begin to thaw. A comet is made of a mixture of
dust and ice, and as the sunlight begins to warm it, the ice evaporates and forms a temporary atmosphere and a long and beautiful tail. So-4>ne unusual thing about comets is that their atmospheres
are temporary--they don't remain around very long. The air spurts out of cracks in the ground in
high speed jets. Another unusual thing about comets is the lengths of their seasons. Take Halley's
Comet as an example.

comet seasons list

Halley's Comet rotates and its axis is tilted, so it too has days and seasons. But because its orbit is so
far out of round, the seasons are of wildly different lengths. Summer lasts 72 years, but winter lasts
only 1 month!

Halley's orbit

orbit off

In the case of Halley's Comet, the seasons have nothing to do with the "weather," and this is an odd
concept. Remember, by definition it's summer when the sun is high in the sky, but that has nothlI1lg
to do with how dose you are to the sun. The earth is actually dosest in January-in the middle of
winter-but it doesn't make much difference because our orbit is nearly circular. In contrast, Halley's Comet comes to within 55 million miles of the sun at closest and 3 V3 billion miles when farthest,
and that is a real difference. Its weather depends on how dose it is to the sun, not what season it is.
Winter just happens to come when it's dosest to the sun and has its warmest temperatures.
And so we've seen that, as strange as things sometimes seem to be on earth, they're far stranger on
other worlds. We had no idea, until recently, just how much variety there is among the planets.
Nor did we realize that atmospheres change-or that we're changing ours. Only recently have we
begun to appreciate how vulnerable our air is and how quickly conditions can change.

spray deodorant can
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Your deodorant no longer contains fluorocarbons because they were banned from spray cans about
ten years ago when it was found that they're harming the ozone in the upper atmosphere. Ozone is a
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Carbon dioxide causes the greenhouse effect. It makes Venus the hottest
It has the same effect on our planet. The earth is one or two
warmer than it was a
ago, and the rate of warming is increasing. The carbon dioxide
may double in the next
and if it does, the polar ice caps will begin to melt and sea level will rise.
Venus would be more earth-like if it had less carbon dioxide. Venus is a warninQ:--it shows
happen to a planet when the greenhouse effect runs out of control.
"Weatherman" would like to share his final thoughts.

"'WEA THERMAN"
video of "Weather
man" surrounded
by planets

As we learn more about the mysteries of other
forget that our own planet earth is the most precious
is the only one whose future can be shaped and
better care of this tiny, fragile world, with its air,
You know, the earth didn't come with a money-back gmnalntee, If we break it, we've
We hope you've enjoyed visiting other worlds, and here's

credits
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unlocked the treasures of the other sciences, which in
tum, have produced rewards beyond the imagination
of the astronomers who provided the keys. Astronomy established that scientific information comes
from observing and measuring things rather than the
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July 24-28 McDONALD OBSERVATORY 50TH
ANNIVERSARY "Frontiers of Stellar Evolution",
Alpine, Texas (512 471-3000 for information)

III

I

II

October 18-21 ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION,
William M. Staerkel Planetarium, Champaign,
Illinois (217 351-2568 for information)

III

August 25 At Neptune, Voyager 2 makes its last
planetary encounter what a thrill that launch
was in August of '77!)
September 5 Pluto reaches its first perihelion
since the 1740's

RElVfEMBER

WICHITA PLANETARIUM DIRECTOR
CELEBRATES 20TH ANNIVERSARY
Jose Olivarez, Director of Wichita's Omnisphere
and Science Center, celebrated his 20th anniversary
as a planetarium director in March by taking a trip
to the southern hemisphere to see the southern sky.
Jose went to Santiago, Chile, where he was the guest
of Carlos Rios, Director of the University of Santiago
Planetarium. So impressive was the viewing that
Jose has scheduled a return to Chile next February to
visit the famed Cerro Tololo Observatory, Las Campanas Observatory, and the La Silla Observatory
(European Southern Observatory). Write to Omnisphere and Science Center, 220 South Main, Wichita,
Kansas 67202 if YOU want to be included! Jose and
Carlos are hoping for a small contingent of visiting
astronomers so don't say you weren't invited!

• June 24 Uranus is at opposition at magnitude 5.5
III
June 26 Vesta, the brightest asteroid, is at opposition
• August 17 Lunar eclipse

BIG NEW STAR
On April 1, 1989, the new Museum of the Rockies,
Montana State University, Bozeman,
to the

DID YOU REGISTER
iii
Between June 18 and August 18 (for two weeks)
NASA EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR
MATH AND SCIENCE TEACHERS, Ames
Research Center, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Kennedy Space Center, and Marshall Space
Flight Center
CD

Between June 18 and August 18 (for two weeks)
NASA EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR ELEMENT ARY SCHOOL TEACHERS, JPL, Johnson
Space Center, Langley Research Center, Lewis
Research Center, or Stennis Space Center.

public. The $9.5 million needed for construction,
equipment, exhibits and programs had been raised
through private contributions! The Museum of the
Rockies is truly a gift for the people of Montana during its Centennial year from the
people who
have supported it. Director
gives sky
shows in the Taylor Planetarium then walks the
audience out the door a few yards and literally
shows them what they
saw!
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Dark Sky Legacy this fall. It is about the impact of
'"'c+· ... n1r1A~Y'nl on culture. In Springfield (MA) Christine
Planetarium, has a tremendously
presentation about nocturnal
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IS NICE (no wonder, even the
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PLAN
The Planetarium Show
Canadian and American
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REGIONAL
ROUNDUP
Steven Mitch
Benedurn National Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 242-3000 Ext. 261
CornpuServe # 72467,2051
Any interesting news, events, activities, etc. from
any of the IPS regions is greatly appreciated (the
more, the better). If you have anything that you
would like printed in the Regional Roundup column,
please· forward it to me at the above address or via
CompuServe Easyplex.
The final deadline for submission into Regional
Roundup for the next issue of The Planetarium is Wednesday July 5, 1989. Please mark your calenders
accordingly.
Remember, you don't have to be a regional newsletter editor to send "stuff" to me. If you have something interesting to offer, by all means, send it!

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(HAP)

On March II, 1989 the British Association of Planetariums met at the Jodrell Bank Science Center in
Cheshire. E. M. Morrison gave the latest information
in writing software for science exhibits. The meeting
next year will be in Tyne & Wear at the South Tyneside College Planetarium. Kudos to the United Kingdom facilities for paying I.P.S. dues for the Eastern
bloc of planetaria-U.K. is looking forward to the
swapping of ideas with the group!

Thank you for you contributions and support!!
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
(AMPAC)

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(EMPA)

No report; Dennis Simopoulos, representative
AMPAC recently held their XIII national meeting
at the Planetario uNundehui" in Oaxaca, Mexico
wi th Bernardo Somohano Ugalde, host. Fourteen
planetariums were represented during the meeting.
New AMP AC officers elected during the meeting
were Alfonso Martinez, Vice President and Jorge
Gabriel Perez, Secretary. Alfonso Martinez is the
Director of the AHa Cultural Center in Monterrey
and Jorge Gabriel Perez is from the Mexican Astronomical Society. The 1990 AMPAC meeting will be
held at the Merchant Maritime School Planetarium
in Tampico, Mexico, in January.
AMP AC member planetariums will cooperate and
provide ad vice to government agencies in charge of
coordinating the July 11, 1991 total solar eclipse
observations.
A commission for evaluating educational planetarium programs was established. The purpose of the
commission is to give advice concerning veracity of
astronomical facts and data presented in programs.
Martha Cortinas has recently been appointed as
Educational Coordinator of Planetarium Programs at
the Alfa Cultural Center, Monterrey, Nuevo Leon,
Mexico.
The meeting also included visits to the archaeological sites of Monte Alban and Mitla where native
astronomers observed the universe hundreds of years
ago.
The Planetarian, Vol. 18, No.2, June 1989

GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(GLPA)

The 25th Annual Conference of the Great Lakes
Planetarium Association will be held October 18-21,
1989 at Parkland College in Champaign, Illinois.
Conference highlights will include a 3-video projector demonstration by the University of Illinois'
National Supercomputer Center, a review of the
year's astronomical highlights by Dr. James Kaler of
the University of Illinois, and highlights of Voyager
II's encounter with Neptune from JPL. For more information contact: Mr. David Linton, William M.
Staerkel Planetarium, Parkland College, 2400 West
Bradley Avenue, Champaign, Illinois, (217) 351-2568.
A special thanks from GLP A is extended to Dale
Smith of the Bowling Green University Planetarium
for his expediency in getting the 1988 conference
ceedings to all GLP A members.
The Elgin U-46 Planetarium celebrates its
Anniversary this year. To commemorate the anniversary, and the 20th anniversary of the first lunar
landing, the planetarium will be working with the
Elgin Public Museum to develop special moon
grams and display a moon rock. In December,
57

600,000th student passed through the doors of the
planetarium. Finally, the pla,netarium's Spitz A3-P
has been completely refurbished and upgraded. Congratulations to the folks at Elgin!
Garry Beckstrom has left the Ruthven Planetarium
in Ann Arbor to accept a position as staff lecturer and
production assistant at the Longway Planetarium in
Flint, Michigan. Matt Linke has accepted the position as planetarium coordinator for the Ruthven
Planetari urn.
Due to overwhelming requests, the Astronomical
League's Astronomy Day Handbook supply (150
books) has been completely exhausted. Currently,
sources for funding a slightly modified second edition
are being explored. If anybody can assist with funding or printing, or has any idea or suggestions, please
contact Gary Tomlinson at the Roger Chaffee Planetarium in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Jeanl1 e Bishop is currently working on a photo
album for the 1989 GLP A Conference in Bowling
Green. She would appreciate receiving photographs
of the conference from members. Please send them to:
Jeanne Bishop, Westlake Public Schools Planetarium,
24525 Hilliard Road, Westlake,Ohio 44145.
PLAINS PLANETRIUM

No

entitled liThe '-.: ..'........,.........,yy'"' Story.'"
The 25th Annual MAPS Co,ntl;:>rel1ce
May 2-5, 1990 at the
ater, Oglebay Park,
conference host will be
Congratulations are in
sentatives who were the recent re(:ipients
attend the Astronomy and
Institutes in Berkeley,
conducted
Lawrence Hall of Science and the New York
Science. They are Tom Stec of the Central
High School Planetarium and
Buchalter
Northeast Bronx

The Strasenburgh Planetarium is
ing applications for the
Intern. This marks the
burgh
has
gram to interested students.
B.A. or B.S.
some
and a ('olmr)rehenSl

Alinda

was
Planetarium
plzme~tal'iu:m demonstration
Parade of
a discussion of
and future south polar stars using precession. Fred
Stutz talked about the opening of a Challenger Center at the Howard B. Owens Science Center this fall.
The I.p.s. award-winning program, "2061: Halley
Rendezvous" was shown as well as liThe Power,"
from the Bishop Planetarium, Bradenton, Florida.
Audio-Visual Imagineering performed another of
their great public LASER shows called "Laser
Magic." The Margaret Nobel Address was presented
by Laurence Marschall, Gettysburg College and was
58
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The building of an Omnimax Theater is
Sweden finally got the go-ahead last December.
will be connected to the Swedish Museum of Natural
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History, which is currently undergoing major renovations.
Tytti Sutela has been appointed Planetarium Director of the Verne Theater in Helsinki, Finland. Erling
Husby and Frank Pettersen will share joint responsibilities for the Northen Lights Planetarium in
Troms0, Norway.
Troms0 officials announced that they will be hosting the 1990 Cinema-360 Conference immediately
prior to the 1990 IPS Conference in Borlange, Sweden.
The next NPN meeting is planned to be in Troms0,
August 25-26, 1989.

that the directors of most of the Canadian
taria met to establish the Planetarium
Canada. The 1989 Conference will be the first time
the Association has met in Montreal since the Association was founded!) Guest
for the conference
include; Dr. E. C. Krupp,
of the Griffith
Observatory; Dr. Rene Racine, Universite de Montreal and Director of the
du MontMegantic; and Dr.
Universite LavaL For additional
about the
scientific program or to receive a C01mt:Ilete
Hon package and accommodation Intorlnaltl011,
contact: Mrs. Nicole
Planetarium
1000, rue
NH)ntreali, "-"' ....
Canada, H3C
8728102.
1\::;v.... '.... ,

PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (PPA)
No report; Larry Toy, representative
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
(PAC)
The Planetarium Association of Canada cordially
invites IPS members and affiliate members to participate in their 1989 Conference to be held in Montreal,
Quebec, June 27-30. The host institution for the conference will be the Dow Planetarium and the conference
theme is: Classrooms Under the Dome (school shows,
activities, and more ... ). (It was at the Dow in 1967

Two astronomical exhibitions of photographs, models and interactive displays are being shown at the
Ontario Science
Toronto.
Michael West of the Saskatchewan Science Centre
in Regina reports that a gigantic
exhibit is
being assembled. Three stories
murals of galaxies and nebulae, it
"walking into a large kaleidoscope."
The Alberta Science Centre and
Planetarium are currently engaged in building and fund
raising for the Hall of Science and Specialty Thea-

tre. Katherine Sammons has joined the staff as Chief
Interpreter.
The show of the H. R. MacMillan Planetarium,
Vancouver, titled Ulnterstellar Suite," featured no
narration and celebrated the 20th birthday of the
p lanetari um.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (RMPA)
Carolyn Petersen sent along an interesting tidbit of
information concerning one of our former European
planetarians. Gerhardt Rohner, formerly of the
Hamburg Planetarium, is now heading a firm called
Galaxy Art. Galaxy Art produces and presents planetarium programs, etc. and are planning a planetarium
show festival next year. Prizes will go the the person who has brought new ideas and activities to the
European Planetarium community, The award will be
called the Arthur Barton Memorial Award.
The Petersens are currently working on their usual
fine assortment of music and programs for planetariums. They are eagerly awaiting the upcoming Voyager encounter with Neptune, with all the new information going into their next production scheduled for
release later this year.
SOUTHEASTERN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(SEPA)
The Southeast Association of Planetariums will
hold its Annual Conference in Lafayette, Louisiana,
from June 28 through July 3, 1989. The schedule
includes visits to planetariums in St. Martinsville
and New
Louisiana, and a trip to Stennis
Space Center in Mississippi. The last two nights of
the conference will be spent in the New Orleans
French Quarter. The banquet speaker will be Dr.
Matt Siebel, former Director of the Michoud Assembly Center. For more information about the upcoming
conference, contact: Dave Hostetter, Conference Host,
Lafayette Natural History Museum and Planetarium,
637 Girard Park Drive, Lafayette, Louisiana 70503,
(318) 268-5544.
The SEPA script bank is currently being handled by
Lee Golden, who may be contacted at 1098 Beckman
Drive, Daytona Beach, Florida 23019.
SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(SWAP)
The 1989 SWAP conference was held April 8-10 in
San Angelo, Texas. The host for the conference was
Dr. Mark Sonntag of the Angelo State University
Planetarium. Guest speakers included Mr. J. A.
Jaquier, from the Regional Steward Office of the
State Archaeologist; Dr. Chris Sneden, Project Scientist, University of Texas Spectroscopic Survey Teleand Dr. Cyril Ponnamperuma, Director of the
of Chemical Evolution and Professor of
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WeB hello from Ireland. Hopefully the editor win
retain my European spelling, so keep your children's
eyes averted from such words as colour or "..,....r ........."' ............. r.
You have been warned! I realise that I am, so
the
most distant President from the
of I.P.S. memI want to let
physically that is,
know that I am easily contactible through the
as I tend to travel quite a bit, for a
quick response please phone or fax. Remember that
Northern Ireland is part of the United Kingdom and is
therefore Country Code 44 which is different from the
code for Ireland which
overseas
whose
geography is not too
areprone to overlook. My
phone number at the
is 861 524725 and the
Planetarium
Eamon Rafferty win be pleased
to ensure that aU messages and enquiries reach me
promptly. Our fax number is 861 525187. So feel free to
call.

1. P. S. President Terence Murtagh: I thought you
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interactive video

written

I have sent to the editor with this

m(~Ssclge

like.

may be published in The Planetarian in the not too distant future [see page 20]. Bill is an amazing character-an intellectual whirlwind who not only has lots
of good ideas but actually makes them work. People
are always asking him how he does it and he always
answers the same-uby getting off my butt and doing
something about it". Often we planetarians are very
good at doing something about it. In reality most of us
are extremely lucky to work in a profession which we
love but to which we contribute very little in terms of
ideas or progress. So let's get to work.
Talking of progress, this is a very exciting time for
planetaria in Europe. There are a number of new planetaria coming on stream, and new blood at some of the
older establishments is bringing more exciting programming to many more people. Remember its not too

I was there last spring helping with the Pf()d1.1ctilon
of their first video presentation and was much
impressed by the whole operation. I had met
Director, Timo Rahunen, at the International Planetarium Directors Conference in Moscow and we
to
talking about the use of video projection. He was
ing for a way to upgrade an existing old planetarium
with very few effects and put more "pizazz" into
duction. Having visited Armagh and done some
pendent research, Timo decided that video was
way to go and so installed four Sony projectors, a number of 3/4" SP-UMatic players, together with a small
edit suite and got down to business. The result has been
great success all round with good audience reaction and
attendance. The Tampere Planetarium is l-uT,oonl-1.1'
old, it has a Minolta projector, 13 metre dome
seats
112. The planetarium is a commercial operation and is

The Minolta projector in Tampere and the four Sony video projectors installed last year.
long ago since the majority of European planetaria presented shows with little or no effects content and
where the projector was the source of all interest, or
none if you were a member of the audience. In i!aris I
visited just such a place in 1988 and it was terrible. It
was not I hasten to add at La Villette. In the last year
I have had the opportunity to visit a number of interesting places and I hope to tell you about them in more
detail over my next series of messages. First I'm going
to begin with a quick visit to the Planetarium in Tampere, Finland which I hope many of you will visit next
year.
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owned by the Sarkanniemi Company. It is situated
below the giant revolving tower restaurant which is at
the heart of a huge theme park run by Sarkanniemi on
the shore of one of Tamperers many lakes. Timo is a
former professional astronomer who specialised instellar evolution before becoming a planetarian about
four years ago. That decision alone shows what a sensible person he is. Not only is he responsible for
operation of the Planetarium, but a beautiful aquarium
and dolphinarium as well, so John Hare better keep an
eye on his "mermaid". (The Bishop Planetarium and
Museum in Bradenton, Florida, has a manatee). Timo
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tells me that he hopes to have an interactive system in
operation in his theater by this autumn (Northern
Hemisphere) and is planning a video workshop to
coincide with our IPS visit to Sweden and Finland in
July 1990. Tampere is a short hop from Helsinki and
will be a really worthwhile visit for I can thoroughly
recommend not only the well managed Planetarium,
but also the wonderful hospitality, interesting saunas,
and delicious reindeer steaks of which I have very
fond memories.
All of us in Europe hope that as many of you as possible will make the effort and support the IPS Conference in Borlange in 1990. Now is the time to start saving. You can be assured of a warm welcome from all
your European colleagues.
Recently I was very sorry to learn that the Digistar
Users Group had decided not to make their Digistar
generated material available to non Digistar users.
Now, I can appreciate their desire to maintain the uniqueness of a Digistar presentation, and not provide

images which would in effect almost
advantage. However I hope that
this policy in that they might allow
specific Digistar effects to be made available on a
mercial basis. This would
more in k'~'n1nI0'
general co-operative trends within
planetarium community and would avoid
exploitation of Digistar material, which is
wish to prevent. I would certainly agree that
who wishes to simply record a complete or
Digistar show should try to buy a Digistar.
however, some very interesting Digistar effects
could be made generally available without de:str4:JvinQ:
the unique experience of a full Digistar prE~sentalti(Jln
and at a cost which would let smaller or
planetaria enhance their presentations.
course, good for us all. Please think again chaps.
l:ln1'Tn'l"IO

That's all for now next time I hope to ten of interesting developments down under and the new Planetarium
in Amsterdam which is set in the Zoo. Seems aD1DrC)Driate doesn't it!
a

The Tampere Planetarium is at the base of Scandinavia's tallest tower and
revolving restaurant. The views are excellent and the food is even better.
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When word gets around that
we'w: sold another large
Sl'fCE" Automadon system to

a m'lJor planetarium, many
smaller racnltles conclude that
the world's most advanced

WIlli SI'fCA you'U be
empowered to perform
sophisticated interactive
branching , , , for educaUonal
prOQlams that uniquely
address the needs of each

and reUable media control

system Is beyond their reach,
It may come as a surprise to
Ieam that "'" orIgjnaIIy
a>n<:dw:d SI'K% as an
_ _ to_big
systems nobody under 50 feet
a m _ I t just happens_
we made our system _
the1Irt. and QIIIIC It enormous
oonbol capacI,¥,
But you don't _
to start big.

I'or $9,748 we11 sell you

_

to automate "'"

spedaI eII'eds and a ha1f.
dozen D.tagraphk:s. We1l
Include complete lUumlnated
manual oontrol/ow:rrkIe In a
slick IIUIe 19" wide rack·

mountable chassis. We'u
Include all the cables; no
soldering needed.
We111nc1ude our _IBM- or
AppIe-compatible software.
We11_W the system lOr a
year, If your computer breaks.
you1l stIU be perI'ormIng
shows. because SI'K% am
run dIrecIIy Iiom audio tape.
to say nothing of manual
control,

And since you1I _just
purdIaoed the aonbal
mmponents of the worId"s
mast advanced ..... reUabIe
media OlI.bol .......
modular _ados wID be ......
less expensive. (You couJd
start by adding ten more
spedaI eII'eds channels lOr
$1.495),

WIth SI'fCA you11 be able toe

• add as many pIqjectors.
lamps, motors as)'Oll wish.
with as much manual
control as you desire.

• automate your planetarium
Instrument willi """'"
predsIon.

• join the growing IIkIeo
revoIutIon.1ockIng IIkIeo
tape and disks to singleflame. sp1It seOlIId 1ICICLII'IIqI,

The 3I"KZ ~ ~ " ' • •748 IndIIda t nmc 1 SUCMll. 8
CII'I"WIIOtII for III t. 012 . . . . . Panel. 1 . , SIq:.fIer. 8 c.bIeI. ~
t llOw', eott& ___ 1.

audience.

Sl'K%AutomaIIon b.terfacles
,

to """"'YIhIng In your _

SI'JCZ SoftwaIe Is ~
)'tt easy to learn.
SI'K% locks to SI'II"re Ume
CXIde and pumIts wireless ow:
IecIurer control.

5I"ICZ Is deYdoped. sold. and
nmIrpI by a growing
mmpeny with a """"W year
~ ofservloe to
professional p1anetarians.

Sl'K%CookBook DesIgn
0Ulde Is yours for the asking.
It Includes a demo disk.
phoID8. drawings and aU the
1nli> you need to know,
Sl'JCZAIitomatIon. We built It
because nobody else oouId.
11Ien "'" made It aII'ordabIe.

SICY.SKAN, INC.
51 L1Icr Sftft. Nasha Ni 0306CHSI3. USA
TeIt:f;Ihorr 603-8BO-8SOO. Fax: 603-882-6522
1i!Iooc 650336236.3 Ma lHI

